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Abstract
Photorealism is a longstanding goal of computer graphics. In this context, human models are of special interest, because they are predominantly present in movies as well as
computer games. To maintain the illusion of reality, the appearance and shape of human
characters need to be convincingly real, but also their movements and body language.
Modeling very realistic human models has become relatively simple with nowadays modeling software, but modeling an existing real person in detail is still a very cumbersome
task.
This dissertation focuses on realistic and automatic modeling as well as tracking the shape
of the human body in 3D. In order to support efficient realistic animation, a skinning based
approach has been chosen. For increased realism, a recent artifact-free skinning function
is enhanced to support blending the influence of multiple kinematic joints instead of only
one. As a result, vertices near skeleton’s forks, where the kinematic tree divides into
several branches, are seamlessly blended between the different joint rotations, leading to
natural appearance for a wide range of complex motions.
Animatabel human models based on skinning consist of surface vertices, kinematic joints
and skinning weights. Methods to setup such a skinning based model to resemble an existing real person usually requires significant manual effort. Available automatic approaches
typically exploit strong prior assumptions. In contrast to such methods, a completely
automatic and data-driven optimization framework is proposed in this thesis. An animatable model is calculated from registered, watertight example meshes using the proposed
artifact-free multi-joint skinning function. Using an efficient optimization loop, all components of the animatable model are optimized to closely resemble the training data:
vertices, kinematic joints and skinning weights.
Current human tracking approaches use a generic skinned tracking model and adapt it
towards the observed subject in terms of limb length and body part circumference. Few
very recent approaches address the challenge of additionally extracting subject specific
details. This thesis proposes tracking with simultaneous detailed model adaptation from
a sequence of noisy, partial 3D observations. The initial generic tracking model, generated
once a priori, is adapted in terms of kinematic joints and shape vertices. A non-parametric
formulation supports free-form deformation of the model’s shape and thereby allows to
learn individual peculiarities of the subject. Integrated a-prior knowledge on human surface curvature ensures that the adapted models are of natural and realistic human shape.
The skeleton’s kinematic joint locations are directly data-optimized to optimally align the
adapted model with the input. The result is an animatable model adapted to the captured
subject as well as a sequence of animation parameters, faithfully resembling the input data.
Alternatively, the proposed method learns a subject adapted animatable model without
tracking from a set of 3D reconstructions of independent poses. Various example applications are presented to demonstrate the benefit of having a representation separated into
animatable 3D model and motion parameters.
Altogether, the presented approaches provide realistic and automatic modeling of human
characters accurately resembling sequences of 3D input data. This is shown in various
experimental results and example applications, which are thoroughly discussed and analyzed.
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Zusammenfassung
Fotorealismus ist ein lange angestrebtes Ziel der Computer Grafik. In diesem Zusammenhang ist die Modellierung von Menschen von besonderer Bedeutung, da diese in Filmen
und Computerspielen allgegenwärtig sind. Um die Illusion von Realität aufrecht zu erhalten, muss sowohl das Erscheinungsbild und die Gestalt überzeugend realistisch wirken, wie
auch Bewegungen und Körpersprache. Die Modellierung von realistischen animierbaren
menschlichen Modellen ist dank heutiger Modellierungs-Software relativ einfach. Das Erstellen eines realitätsgetreuen Abbildes einer real existierenden Person ist allerdings nach
wie vor eine sehr anspruchsvolle Aufgabe.
Die vorliegende Arbeit adressiert die automatische und sehr realistische Modellierung
von Menschen und die Verfolgung ihrer Bewegung. Ein Skinning-basierter Ansatz wurde
gewählt, um effizientes Generieren von Animationen zu ermöglichen - eine Anforderung
diverser Anwendungen. Für gesteigerte Realitätstreue wurde eine bestehende Artefaktfreie Skinning-Funktion um den Einfluss mehrerer kinematischer Gelenke erweitert. Hiermit werden die Gelenkrotationen nahe einer Verzweigung in der kinematischen Kette, z.B.
zwischen Nacken und Schulter, nahtlos ineinander überblendet. Dies ermöglicht eine große
Vielfalt an sehr real anmutenden komplexen Bewegungen.
Skinning-basierte animierbare Modelle bestehen aus Vertices, kinematischen Gelenken und
Skinning-Gewichten. Ein solches Modell für eine real existierende Person zu erstellen, erfordert für gewöhnlich erheblichen manuellen Aufwand. Automatische Verfahren basieren
typischerweise auf starken heuristischen Annahmen. Im Gegensatz zu solchen Methoden
ist der in dieser Dissertation vorgestellte Ansatz voll-automatisch und komplett datenbasiert. Basierend auf einer Artefakt-freien Skinning-Funktion wird ein animierbares
Modell aus registrierten, geschlossenen Beispiel-Meshes generiert. Um bestmöglich die
Trainingsdaten zu approximieren, werden in einer Schleife alle Komponenten des animierbaren Modells optimiert: Vertices, Gelenke und Skinning-Gewichte.
Aktuelle Tracking-Verfahren basieren darauf, ein generisches Skinning-basiertes Modell
bezüglich Umfang und Länge der Körperteile an Messdaten anzupassen. Erste kürzlich
erschienene Arbeiten extrahieren zusätzlich Subjekt-spezifische Details. Der Ansatz der
vorliegenden Arbeit ermöglicht akkurates Tracking mit simultaner detaillierter Modellanpassung für Sequenzen rauschbehafteter und nur teilweise gesehener 3D Rekonstruktionen.
Das initiale Tracking-Modell, einmalig im voraus generiert, wird bezüglich der Gelenke als
auch der Vertices angepasst. Durch die nicht-parametrische Formulierung werden die Gelenke uneingeschränkt optimiert, als auch die Gestalt des Modells frei deformiert und somit
individuelle Eigenheiten des Subjekts extrahiert. Integriertes a priori Wissen über lokale
Krümmung der menschlichen Gestalt gewährleistet realistische Oberflächen. Das resultierende animierbare Modell mit Animationsparametern ist darauf optimiert, bestmöglich
die Eingabe-Sequenz wiederzugeben. Alternativ wird ein animierbares Modell aus 3D
Daten unabhängiger Posen einem Subjekt angepasst. Anhand verschiedener Beispielanwendungen wird der Nutzen der getrennten Repräsentation von animierbarem 3D Modell
und Animationsparametern aufgezeigt.
Zusammengefasst ermöglichen die vorgestellten Ansätze das realitätsgetreue und automatische Modellieren von Menschen und damit akkurates Tracking aus 3D Daten. Dies wird
in zahlreichen Experimenten und Beispielanwendungen gezeigt und analysiert.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation and Objectives
Since the beginning of evolution, humans survival and well-being depends on social interaction. All newborn mammals, including the human, display the so-called
“baby schema”, such as big eyes and a high forehead. These ontogenetic effects
demonstrate the significance of seeing and hearing. They are the dominant sensory
impressions. Therewith it is a basic requirement for human characters to protect,
orient and interact with each other in their social environment. Thus sensory experience and social interactions are interwoven closely in the central and autonomic
nervous system. Precisely this deeply anchored need of social interactions are the
driving force behind innovations to make virtual realities to a real-feel sensory experience at all, for example photorealistic 3D computer games, free-viewpoint-video
and walkable virtual worlds. In the foreseeable future, innovations in television, film
and social media will appeal to users much more personally, sensory and photorealistically.
Consequently, the visualization of realistically appearing human characters in virtual
environments plays an important role in current scientific research. For instance, it
is of general interest that a personal 3D human model is matching exactly the real
human with all its details (for example face and shape), otherwise it does not provide
the experience of identification with it. Further it is required, that virtual human
characters behave natural in order to maintain the illusion of reality. This means,
even subtle movements need to be in accordance with the environment, especially
within interactions between participants. If a user in a virtual environment talks to
a photorealistic avatar, the effect of immersion is lost, if the avatar’s body language
does not match the conversation. For example, eye contact should be maintained,
while a user moves through a virtual environment.
Furthermore, nowadays it is already standard, that highly digitized movie productions include computer graphics effects in post production (Fig. 1.1). For example,
the appearance of actors is stylized, catchy dolly shots are performed and complete scenes are designed and assembled from various different sources (foreground,
background, actors, lighting conditions etc.). To convey undisturbed photorealism,
computer artists need to perform significant manual efforts and filmmakers pay huge
amounts of money to capture and produce suitable film stock. In summary, it is
already widely understood, simple playback of recorded 2D, or even 3D sequences,
is not sufficient. In order to convincingly arrange virtual environments and designed
scenes, it is required to adapt poses and movements as well as the appearance of
captured human characters.
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Figure 1.1.: Capture platform of Fraunhofer Volucap 1 volumetric capture studio, shown from
outside (top left) and inside (top right) with German actor Herbert Knaup. Resulting photorealistic
animation integrated into virtual scene at different viewing angles (bottom row). Copyright by
UFA GmbH 2 .

Inspired by this demand, the objective of this thesis is to develop an approach to
automatically recover subject-specific human geometry while tracking the subject’s
motion from a multi-view recording of a performance. The base idea is to adapt
the 3D surface shape as well as the kinematic skeleton control structure of the
internally used human tracking model towards the observed subject simultaneously
together with pose fitting. The result, an animation of a topologically consistent
and subject adapted template model, closely resembles the input mesh sequence.
The tracking body model is based on skinning techniques and allows adaptation,
manipulation or generation of completely new animations in a straightforward and
computational cheap way. The proposed method, motion capture with simultaneous
model adaptation, is focused on processing an input sequence of noisy 3D meshes,
which represents a partial view onto a moving subject. The main challenges are the
noise level obscuring the details in the captured data as well as that the visibility
is of only partial views onto the subject so that considerable surface areas of the
1
2

2

http://www.volucap.de
https://www.ufa.de
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subject are not observed and need to be inferred in a plausible manner.
The proposed model-adaptive motion capture method exploits a human model for
tracking and adaptation. Consequently, the characteristics of this tracking model
have a significant influence onto the resulting quality and how good the resulting
adapted model resembles the input sequence. Therefore, as contribution of this
dissertation, a computationally efficient, compact and artifact-free skinning function
is proposed together with a completely automatic and data-driven optimization
method to generate a suitable and complete human model. This optimization uses
registered example meshes as input and calculates an animatable model, consisting
of skinning weights, vertices and kinematic skeleton joints. All these components
are optimized to closely resemble the training data with the ability to inter- and
extrapolate within and out of the provided space of poses. Highly realistic human
models can be generated with this proposed optimization and skinning function,
perfectly suitable for the proposed model-adaptive motion capture, among other
presented useful applications.
Summing up, the main idea of this work is to provide a model-adaptive motion capture method, which “learns” an animatable 3D model of a subject from captured
multi-view sequences. The internal tracking model is adapted towards the captured
data with respect to 3D surface shape vertices as well as kinematic skeleton joints.
Because of this model adaptation, the input sequence can be accurately reproduced.
As a result, an adapted model along with per input frame pose parameters is returned, allowing for simple playback as well as further processing, like modifications
of shape and/or motion.
Applications The applications of the methods presented in this dissertation are
manifold. The resulting subject adapted model can be used to simply playback in
3D the recorded sequence, integrated into the original scene as well as any virtual environment, thereby supporting free-viewpoint-video capabilities. Alternatively, the
separation of animation parameters and 3D shape perfectly render the model suited
for manual artistic as well as fully automatic manipulations. Combining different
sub-sequences of recorded animation parameter sequences is straightforward. Since
the directly accessible animation parameters correspond to joint angles, interpolations between configurations provide valid interim poses. Automatic adaptations
can be achieved by exploiting the knowledge of the underlying mesh topology of the
original template model, providing semantic annotations. An example is to control
automatically and in real-time the gaze direction, thereby supporting maintenance
of eye contact between virtual representations of talking people.
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1.2. Contributions
The contribution of this dissertation can be separated into three consecutive parts,
each building on the previous ones:
• A compact and artifact-free skinning function with multi-joint support. Because of its simple analytic formulation and its superior computational efficiency, the Linear Blend Skinning (LBS) function is widely used in
academia as well as industry to blend the influence of joint rotations in kinematics based animations. However, LBS suffers from the well known candy
wrapper artifact. While LBS gives artifact-free blending results for pure swing
motions, the non-linear Dual Quaternion Skinning (DQS) produces artifactfree blending for pure twist motions. [KS12] decomposes joint rotations into
their twist and swing components and applies a combination of LBS and DQS
to them. However, as DQS is limited to blend the rotation influence of only
one joint, the combination of LBS and DQS is limited to blend only single-joint
rotations as well. Hence, this thesis proposes an extension of this single-joint
skinning function, by using the multi-joint capable Dual quaternion Linear
Blending (DLB) in stead of DQS (Sec. 3.1). With the use of this enhanced
artifact-free skinning function, the vertices around the skeleton’s forks, where
the kinematic tree divides into several branches (for example between neck
and shoulder), can be seamlessly blended between the different joint rotations. This multi-joint support within the artifact-free skinning function leads
to a natural appearance for a wide range of complex motions.
• A new approach for an automatic and completely data-driven optimization to learn all components of a realistic and animatable human
model. An animatabel human model consists of surface vertices, kinematic
joints and skinning weights. In order to setup such a model resembling one
specific existing human character in detail, computer graphics artists spend
significant effort in designing, hand-crafting and fine-tuning all required components. Several scientists have proposed optimization methods to learn parts
of the required components from example data. However, such automatic
optimization methods are typically based on strong prior heuristic assumptions, such as smooth skinning weight distributions. In contrast, the proposed
method is completely data-driven (Sec. 3.2). Using registered, watertight example meshes as input and a multi-joint artifact-free skinning function, an
animatable model is calculated within an optimization loop closely resembling
the given training data. An objective function is formulated consisting of a
data term as well as an additional mesh Laplacian based shape term. The
mesh Laplacian term enforces surface detail conformity between the resulting
model as well as the example training meshes. Within an optimization loop
consisting of three steps, the animatable model is calculated. Exploiting the
linearity of the vertices within the objective function, optimized rest pose vertices are calculated directly using linear least squares. Since the dependence
of the objective function onto the kinematic joint locations and orientations is
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non-linear, Gauss-Newton is used to optimize them. The non-linearity and discontinuity of the skinning weights within the objection function is dealt with
by using the sampling-based and derivative-free Block Coordinate Descent algorithm for optimization. This optimization method is completely data-driven
and automatic, and thereby provides autonomous generation of individualized,
realistic avatars from examples.
• A new framework for motion capture with simultaneous detailed model
adaptation. Various widely used human tracking methods use a generic human model as internal tracking model, or even just a broad approximation
(for example a set of cylinders or spheres). Consequently, such methods can
not explain the observations in detail. A recent trend in human tracking is
to simultaneously adapt the tracking model towards the observed subject in
terms of limb length, body circumference, for example by exploiting statistical
human models. However, only some very few and very recent approaches address the challenge of learning a detailed human model during tracking. The
model-adaptive motion capture method proposed in this thesis provides tracking with simultaneous model adaptation from a sequence of noisy, partial 3D
observations (Chap. 4). The kinematic pose of a moving human character is
tracked while simultaneously the internal template model is adapted in detail to closely resemble the captured subject. The generic tracking model is
adapted in terms of the kinematic skeleton joints as well as the rest pose shape
vertices. A non-parametric formulation supporting free-form deformation of
the model’s shape is used and thereby allows to learn individual peculiarities of the subject without the limitation of certain predefined sub-spaces.
The integration of prior knowledge on human surface curvature ensures that
adapted models are of natural and realistic human shape. The skeleton’s
kinematic joint locations are directly data-optimized to optimally align the
adapted model with the input, constrained only to be left/right-symmetric.
The result is an animatable model adapted to the captured subject as well
as a sequence of animation parameters, faithfully resembling the input data.
Alternatively, applied to a set of 3D reconstructions of independent poses, the
proposed method can be used without any motion tracking to learn an animatable model adapted to the subject. This separation of animatable model
and animation parameters supports various applications: The model can be
modified without impacting the reconstructed motion. The motion can be adjusted to certain requirements or generated completely new. The knowledge
about the underlying mesh topology provides semantic cues which can be exploited for automatic pose corrections, for example autonomous gaze direction
control.
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1. Introduction

1.3. Overview
This dissertation is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 Related Work: Chapter 2 reviews the state of the art in computer
vision and computer graphics fields related to the methods presented in this thesis:
Skinning techniques and modeling of human characters (Sec. 2.1), and setting up
correspondences and markerless motion capture (Sec. 2.2). Finally, the contributions
of this thesis is given (Sec. 2.3).
Chapter 3 Artifact-Free Skinning and Data-Driven Model Generation:
Chapter 3 introduces an enhanced artifact-free skinning function as well as a datadriven optimization framework to fully automatically learn a realistic animatable
human model with all its components from example data [FHE16]. This chapter
starts with an introduction to recent skinning functions. Emphasis is put on a previously proposed combination of Linear Blend Skinning (LBS) and Dual Quaternion
Skinning (DQS) to blend the influence of a single-joint rotation without any artifacts (Sec. 3.1). The proposed multi-joint support enhancement through the usage
of Dual quaternion Linear Blending (DLB) instead of DQS is presented in Sec. 3.1.1.
Sec. 3.2 proposes an optimization method to learn an animatable model from registered example meshes. A model, initially animatable based on rigid kinematics, is
setup automatically using k-means to determine the vertices of the different body
limbs and setting the skinning weights to binary values corresponding to the clustering result (Sec. 3.2.1). Using this initially rigid model, all components of the
animatable model, specifically the rest pose vertices, skinning weights and the joint
locations and orientations of the kinematic skeleton, are adapted within an optimization loop to closely resemble the training data set (Sec. 3.2.2). Finally, Sec. 3.3
evaluates and analyses the proposed approach and outlines different example applications.
Chapter 4 Model-Adaptive Pose Estimation and Tracking: Chapter 4 proposes a markerless motion capture method with simultaneous model adaptation
from sequences of noisy, partial-view 3D reconstructions [FHE19]. This chapter
starts with an introduction to this inverse problem: its ill-posedness as well as the
challenge the noisy input data with outliers represent. Sec. 4.1.1 presents the prior
knowledge extracted from the training data set of the initial template model to guide
the tracking towards valid poses and the model adaptation towards plausible shapes.
The formulation as an Iterative Closest Point (ICP) optimization is presented: establishment of meaningful correspondences within corrupted input data (Sec. 4.1.2);
the objective function regularized with a priori learned information (Sec. 4.1.3); the
actual optimization of the objective function (Sec. 4.1.4); and several practical aspects as well as selection of parameters (Sec. 4.1.5). Finally, Sec. 4.2 experimentally
evaluates various aspects of the proposed methods (Sec. 4.2.1), discusses its limitations as well as how to overcome them (Sec. 4.2.2) and presents several example
applications (Sec. 4.2.3).
Chapter 5 Conclusions: Finally, Chapter 5 concludes this dissertation.
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1.4. Research Publications
In accordance with Section 6, Article 2b) of the doctorate regulations of the faculty
of natural sciences at the Humboldt University of Berlin, published as Amtliches
Mitteilungsblatt der Humboldt-Universität Nr. 34/2006, parts of this thesis have
been, or respectively are intended to be presented at the following international
conferences, workshops and journals:
• Computer Graphics Forum (CGF) 2019 [FHE19]
• Annual Conference of the European Association for Computer Graphics
(EUROGRAPHICS) 2016 [FHE16]
• IEEE International Conference on Image Processing (ICIP) 2014 [FPE14],
2016 [FPHE16] and 2018 [FKHE18]
• International Workshop on Vision, Modeling and Visualization (VMV) 2012
[FHE12]
• European Conference on Visual Media Production (CVMP) 2011 [FE11]
These publications are the foundation of this thesis. They are incorporated within
the presented approaches with an advanced analysis of the methods, together with
enhancements, updated results and extended applications.
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In this thesis, an approach for model-adaptive motion capture is proposed. Using
sequences of noisy unregistered partial 3D scans of a moving subject, a generic template model is adapted to the subject while the motion is simultaneously recovered
(Chap. 4). The underlying tracking model needs to be setup only once and is required to resemble typical human shape deformations with sufficient quality for a
wide range of diverse poses. A kinematically animatable model suited for this task
is presented as well as a completely automatic and data-driven method to generate
such a model from a set of registered full-body 3D scans of a subject (Chap. 3).
As such, the approaches proposed in this thesis are rooted in different research
fields of computer graphics and computer vision. Specifically, this thesis makes
use of human modeling techniques as well as the animation of such human models.
Additionally, methods are employed to fit human models to captured data.
This chapter reviews existing work and state of the art approaches in research fields
related to these topics.

2.1. Animation and Modeling of Human Characters
Animatable computer graphics models of humans are omnipresent in today’s media,
for example in computer games, movie productions, telecommunications and humancomputer interfaces. These applications raise the demand for approaches that are
easy-to-use while at the same time producing photorealistic quality. The scientific
literature of recent years reveals that a lot of effort has been and still is put into this
topic. This section gives a compact overview on approaches directly related to this
field. A more detailed overview of recent work can be found in [JDKL14, LMR+ 15,
CCM+ 18].
Existing work on human body animation can basically be categorized into two different approaches: indirect animation of vertices and skinning based animation.
Closely related is the topic of human body modeling, which is heavily influenced by
the choice of animation method, whereas convincing realism is typically achieved
with statistical models.

2.1.1. Indirect Vertex Animation
Animation is the process of transforming the vertices of a model in rest pose to a
desired target pose. The approach which could be called indirect vertex animation
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Figure 2.1.: Examples of different indirectly animated human models, from left to right: SCAPE,
Hasler’09, Stitched Puppet and Delta (images taken from [ASK+ 05, HSS+ 09, ZB15, BBLR15]).

does that by specifying certain conditions the result should comply to. The set of
transformed vertices is calculated with the use of optimization or similar techniques.
A frequently used method is to control the orientation of triangles. This flexible
formulation supports very realistic animations, visualized for some example methods
in Fig. 2.1. However, solving for all vertices at once produces usually considerable
computational costs.
Using registered scan data of real human characters as input, the SCAPE framework models human pose and shape in a combined model with a triangle based
deformation scheme, thereby producing convincing realism [ASK+ 05]. An enhanced
statistical human modeling framework has been presented in [HSS+ 09] introducing
support for pose dependent non-rigid deformations that are specific to the physical
properties of the human model. The Dyna framework [PMRMB15] goes one step
further by modeling dynamic soft tissue deformations using a low-dimensional linear
subspace in relation to changes in pose. Similarly, [KPMP+ 17] proposes a human
model with soft tissue deformations using the finite elemente method on a volumetric
variant of the wide-spread SMPL model [LMR+ 15] (details on SMPL are presented
in Sec. 2.1.3). The Delta model, a SCAPE-like human model enhanced with texture
and displacement maps, has been presented in [BBLR15]. This model is adapted automatically to RGB-D sequences of single humans moving unconstrained in front of
the sensor. A different approach to model pose and shape of humans is the machine
learning motivated Stitched Puppet framework [ZB15], which combines a realistically appearing surface model with a part-based probabilistic graphical model.
All these approaches have in common that they produce very realistic animations,
but in an indirect manner, by solving certain computational expensive optimization
problems.

2.1.2. Skinning Based Animation
In contrast to indirect vertex animation methods, skinning based methods calculate
vertex motion directly, thereby simplifying the task of generating or manipulating
animation sequences. The most widely used method is Linear Blend Skinning (LBS)
to interpolate multiple kinematic deformations for a vertex. Denoting the rotation of
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joint j with the 3 × 3-rotation-matrix Rj and the rotation center with tj (3-vector),
the LBS equation to transform vertex v from its rest pose is formulated as:
∑ (
)
LBS(v) =
wj Rj (v − tj ) + tj .
(2.1)
j

The vertex-specific and scalar-valued weights wj are used to control the influence
of the kinematic deformations onto each vertex. In order to prevent undesired
scaling and extrapolation artifacts, these skinning weights are usually constraint to
be convex, that is, to be non-negative and sum to one. Because of its simplicity
and wide spread support in graphics hardware, this function is dominantly used
throughout academic research as well as industrial applications.
Early skinning based work optimizes (enhanced) LBS weights, skeletal joint locations
as well as shape (surface vertices) from synthesized registered example meshes in order to automatically generate a directly animatable model [MG03]. Similarly, [LD12]
automatically computes LBS skinning weights from registered mesh sequences. The
latter approach has been extended in [LD14] to produce an optimized LBS skinned
model, and additionally automatically determines the optimum skeletal structure
including the number of bones. In order to make a single static example mesh animatable, the Pinocchio framework [BP07] provides a means to embed a generic
skeleton structure exploiting a discretization of the character’s interior and then
refining this embedding using continuous optimization. LBS skinning weights are
computed by assigning bone weights based on the proximity of the embedded bones
smoothed by a diffusion equilibrium equation over the character’s surface.
Direct vertex animations based on skinning typically suffer from severe artifacts, for
example candy-wrapper, as shown in Fig. 2.2. Various approaches have been investigated to mitigate such negative effects. One LBS-based approach [CLC+ 13] uses
a training set of meshes of a single human in different poses, which is decomposed
into several body parts. New target poses are generated from the set of body parts
which are most similar in pose to the targeted pose. This reduces the amount of
remaining corrective joint rotation required to achieve the targeted pose, which in
turn reduces the amount of skinning artifact.
An alternative approach for the reduction of skinning artifacts is to use a non-linear
interpolation function, like Log-Matrix Blending [Ale02] or Dual Quaternion Skinning (DQS) [KCvO08]. The latter DQS interpolates the rotation of one joint along
the curve of rotation and corresponds as such to Spherical Linear intERPolation
(SLERP) [Sho85, DKL98] for rotations around non-origin rotation centers. This
method has received considerable attention because of its simple formulation as well
as its low computational requirement. DQS blending is achieved by using the vertex
specific skinning weight w as exponent for the unit dual quaternion Q̂ representing a
joint transformation. The corresponding DQS animation equation is formulated as
dual quaternion multiplication (using a simplified notation, compare with App. A.1):
DQS(v) = Q̂w · v

(2.2)
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Figure 2.2.: Two examples to compare LBS-only (left), DQS-only (middle) and LBS+DQS (right)
skinning (image taken from [KS12]).

One approach reducing the skinning artifacts to a non-visible minimum is to combine
different skinning functions for different rotation types [KS12]. This method is
based on the observation, that LBS produces convincing interpolations for swing
motions and DQS for twist motions (shown in Fig. 2.2). Each dual quaternion Q̂
representing a joint rotation is decomposed into its swing and twist components,
such that Q̂ = Q̂swing · Q̂twist . Using their concept of joint-based deformers, the
result of the swing/twist deformer Γ for an input vertex v is formulated as:
(
)
(2.3)
Γ(Q̂, v) = (1 − s)1 + s · Q̂swing Q̂ttwist · v
with s, t ∈ [0 . . . 1] being the vertex-specific swing and twist skinning weights to
control the blending. This equation first applies spherical interpolation of the twist
component (DQS), followed by linear interpolation of the swing component (LBS).
In [FHE16], the latter skinning function is enhanced by using Dual quaternion Linear
Blending (DLB) [KCvO08] instead of DQS. The combination of DLB with LBS
supports artifact-free blending of multiple kinematic joints instead of only one (see
Sec. 3.1 for more details).
Since non-linear skinning methods are incompatible to typical 3D rendering engines,
[KCO09] proposes an automatic linearization scheme to approximate the non-linear
originals to an arbitrary degree of accuracy. This approach requires just a few
samples of the non-linear blending function to create virtual bones and update vertex
weights.
The advantage of direct vertex animation with skinning methods is the strong computational efficiency. However, skinning artifacts need to be handled in order to
achieve convincing realism.

2.1.3. Statistics Based Human Modeling
In order to model human characters effortlessly in a realistic and detailed manner,
data-driven methods have been developed (Fig. 2.3). Such statistical models are
generated with the use of PCA to extract a parametric model from a set of training
data consisting of registered example scans. By varying the eigenvalues, the shape
of the resulting model is adjusted according to the statistical dominant variations of
the training data. Deformations can ether be represented by vertex displacements
(Sec. 2.1.2) or triangle deformations (Sec. 2.1.1).
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The early and very successful SCAPE model [ASK+ 05] represents pose-dependent
and body shape in terms of triangle deformation rather than vertex displacements.
A statistical model of shape variation is learned from registered 3D scans containing
different body shape and poses. This method has been widely used in a variety of
approaches, for example [ZFL+ 10, WHB11, ZFYY14, ZYZD16]. Since SCAPE relies
on a partition of the surface into rigid body parts, the surface can collapse/crease
near joints. This problem is addressed in BlendSCAPE [HLRB12] by blending
the influence of multiple bone rotations onto each triangle instead of using only
one influencing rotation. An alternative formulation, based on a unified control
structure for pose and shape is presented in [HTRS10]. The authors propose to use
skeleton structures for both, one for controlling the kinematic pose and another one
for individualizing the shape of the model.
Common to these approaches is the use of PCA on per-triangle deformations. As
is concisely stated in [LMR+ 15]: “Unlike vertices, triangle deformations do not live
in a Euclidean space [FB12]. Hence PCA on vertices is more principled and is
consistent with the registration data term, which consists of squared vertex disparities.” S-SCAPE, a simplified variant of the SCAPE model using vertex based LBS
skinning drastically reduces the computational complexity for animation with only
moderate quality degradation [JTST10]. [PWH+ 17] uses the S-SCAPE model to
learn a statistical model from several thousands of human laser scans and made the
resulting model publicly available.
The SMPL framework [LMR+ 15] is a human modeling framework based on blendshapes using LBS or alternatively DQS. Shape blendshapes Bs are used to adjust
the body shape of the model for the purpose of personalization. The pose blendshapes Bp serve two purposes: (a) compensating for skinning artifacts and (b) modeling of pose dependent deformations, for example muscle bulging. The main idea
is to add the weighted blendshapes to the model’s unmodified rest pose vertices V
prior to (skinning based) pose deformation:
Vb = V + β · Bs + θ · Bp

(2.4)

with β being the vector of parameters to control the influence of the PCA based
shape blendshapes. The vector of pose blend weights θ is determined directly from

Figure 2.3.: Examples of different statistical human models, from left to right: Hasler’10, SMPL,
Embodied Hands and Total Capture (images taken from [HTRS10, LMR+ 15, RTB17, JSS18]).
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the elements of the rotation matrices specifying the kinematic pose. The model
is animated by applying the skinning transformation LBS/DQS to the blendshape
adapted rest pose vertices Vb .
Despite its simple analytic formulation, the SMPL model produces very convincing
human shapes. Consequently, it has been widely adopted in different papers. For
example, the Embodied Hands framework [RTB17] extends the SMPL model with
a kinematic hierarchy of bones for the fingers as well as a statistical PCA-based
model defined on this additional finger joint rotation parameters, in order to limit
the finger poses to plausible poses. Another adaptation is the Total Capture framework [JSS18], which extends the SMPL model with additional kinematic joints for
the fingers as well as additional blendshapes to support different facial expressions.
This high degree of freedom requires huge numbers of cameras for the capture (620
VGA + 31 HD cameras).
The strength of such statistical human modeling approaches is a very natural appearance of the resulting models, as the parametric shape space is directly learned
from high quality datasets and models the dominant variations among the human
population (present in the training dataset). On the other hand, a strong limitation is the impossibility to model individual details or statistically insignificant
perturbations, which might be required to model a specific human character.

2.2. Capturing of Human Characters
Motion capture aims at recovering the frame-by-frame pose configuration of a human
captured in a temporally sequential manner. Marker based methods require the
subject to wear accurately placed markers (active or passive) or cloth with certain
patterns. In contrast, markerless motion capture directly exploits the captured
image data. The omission of any subject preparation allows for example to also
extract texture maps.
However, markerless motion capture is an ill-posed problem because of occlusions,
non-visible surface areas, high degree of freedom (DoF) and the fact that multiple
different model configurations produce similar observations. Many approaches have
been presented. Typically, to simplify the estimation of motion data, a generic model
of a human is used, such as reviewed in Sec. 2.1 (or even just a broad approximation,
for example a set of cylinders [HAD09] or spheres [YSD+ 16]). Nevertheless, such
a rough model usually lacks the personal characteristics and consequently cannot
explain certain observable peculiarities. On the other hand, modeling very realistic
human models has become relatively simple with nowadays modeling software, but
modeling an existing real person in detail is still a very cumbersome task.
This has been considered in the last years by several researchers and has led to
approaches combining modeling with tracking. Quite thorough overviews of the literature can be found in [JDKL14, Bla16]. In the following, some approaches closely
related to the proposed model-adaptive motion capture framework are reviewed.
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2.2.1. Setting up Correspondences
Correspondences between 3D Model and 3D Observations A crucial step
to fit a human 3D model to 3D observations is the registration, the setting up of
correspondences between model and observation (visualized in Fig. 2.4). However,
setting up meaningful correspondences for a sequence of independent 3D reconstructions is challenging [vKZHCO11], because the number of captured vertices and their
connecting mesh topology varies. Additionally, real-world 3D reconstructions may
contain strong noise as well as 3D reconstruction artifacts and may cover only a
pose dependent partial area of the subjects surface, which also may not perfectly
be resembled by the tracking model. Consequently, finding correspondences using
standard nearest neighbor search, for example by employing kd-trees, is usually not
sufficient.
For the correspondence search, several generally known design decisions need to be
considered. With low resolution meshes, it might be required to set up vertex-tosurface correspondences instead of vertex-to-vertex, which requires searching for the
closest triangle intersection for a given vertex. This can efficiently be achieved with
AABB trees, but is still much more computational demanding than using kd-trees to
setup vertex-to-vertex correspondences. Additionally, the matching direction needs
to be decided: (a) find for each scan vertex the closest correspondence on the model,
(b) find for each model vertex the closest correspondence on the scan, or (c) do both.
Using (c) to match in both directions is usually recommended, because it ensures
that both, the model as well as the scan tend to overlap each other as accurately as
possible, in comparison to only one being embedded by the other.
In order to reduce the risk of invalid correspondences, several methods have been
proposed. Vertices of the model in the current pose configuration, which could
not have been captured from the actual sensing devises, can be discarded during
correspondence search: Using the normal information of the model together with
the camera calibration allows to ignore model vertices facing away from the sensing

Figure 2.4.: The challenge of correspondence search: an animatable 3D
model (cyan, left) and a 3D scan with
typical artifacts (red, right) of a person with similar but not identical pose
and shape.
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device [HBB+ 13]. By additionally using the aperture angle of the sensing device,
model vertices outside of the viewing volume can be discarded [YY14, YSD+ 16].
Further, considering the normal direction of vertices, correspondences facing into
too different directions can be skipped, for example if the angle between the normals
exceeds a threshold of 90◦ .
The entire vertex-to-vertex correspondence search problem is elegantly omitted
in [YY14, YSD+ 16] by using the Coherent Point Drift algorithm [MSn07] which uses
all combinations of scan and model vertex pairings as correspondence and weights
them with the likelihood of being a valid correspondence. The problem of pose
parameter fitting as well as model shape adaptation is cast into a probability density estimation problem and solved efficiently with the Expectation-Maximizationalgorithm. The authors report real-time capability for models sub-sampled to ≈1000
vertices with their optimized GPU implementation. Nonetheless, the computational
complexity scales quadratically with the number of vertices of the scans as well as
of the model. Consequently, the method is intractable for more detailed models.
By exploiting 3D shape information as well as RGB color information, the
FAUST and Dynamic FAUST methods achieve highly accurate registration results [BRLB14, BRPMB17]. While the FAUST approach is based on using a BlendSCAPE model with indirect vertex animation, the Dynamic FAUST uses the skinning based SMPL model. With the use of high frequency color patterns applied
to the captured subjects, the resulting 3D scans are brought into very accurate
registration.
Correspondences between 3D Model and 2D Observations Several work has
been dedicated to estimate 3D human poses directly from single 2D images. Using
a regression forest and exploiting the so called concept of the “Vitruvian manifold”,
the authors of [Sha12] present a one-shot method (direct inference without any initialization) to determine the likelihood of corresponding to any of the human limbs
for each pixel of a depth map. By optimizing an energy function, the pose parameters of a linearly skinned 3D mesh are calculated. An enhancement proposed
in [PMTS+ 15] is the Metric Space Information Gain (MSIG), a decision forest training objective designed to directly minimize the entropy of distributions in a metric
space. When applied to a model surface, interpreted as a metric space defined by
geodesic distances, MSIG aims to minimize image-to-model correspondence uncertainty. A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based pose estimation approach
has been proposed in [WHC+ 16]. A CNN is trained on feature descriptors of depth
pixels, but, rather than training the network to solve the shape correspondence
problem directly, the CNN is trained to solve a body region classification problem.
This approach ensures that nearby points on the human body are nearby in feature space, and vice versa, rendering the feature descriptor suitable for computing
dense correspondences between the scans. Recently, [GNK18] proposed a cascaded,
region-based CNN including an inpainting network, to find dense correspondences
of multiple people in single RGB images with severe noise, background, overlaps
and scale variations.
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The 2D silhouette of a captured subject is often used as additional constraint, because it conveys a strong cue of the inhabited pose [dAST+ 08]. Since parts of the
silhouette vanish in cases of self-occlusion, color information can be added to refine
the silhouette constraint to pull vertices towards certain body-part specific regions
of the image [KHE17]. Further, the silhouette cones of a sequence of calibrated
RGB images can be “unposed” (using the already pose fitted model of all frames)
and back-projected into a common 3D reference frame to obtain a visual hull of the
subject’s rest pose [AMX+ 18b]. This enables efficient estimation of a consensus 3D
shape.

2.2.2. Markerless Motion Capture using Machine Learning
Several motion capture approaches exploit machine learning techniques to infer
pose information from sensor input. A robust probabilistic pose tracking and
shape adaptation approach for input sequences of single depth sensors is presented
in [YY14, YSD+ 16]. This algorithm does not rely on typical deterministic vertex-tovertex correspondences, but instead uses the Coherent Point Drift algorithm [MSn07]
to exploit the probabilities of correspondence among all potential vertex pairings between scan and model. The Twin Gaussian Processes [BS10] can be used to predict
joint locations per frame, or optionally for a whole sequence with temporal consistency, from monocular as well as multi-view camera input. This approach is based
on structured feature extraction in input data using multivariate Gaussian priors on
the inputs as well as the outputs.
Deep Learning Techniques for Markerless Motion Capture The recent advancements in deep learning motivated the use of artificial neural networks for motion capture purposes: [BKL+ 16] uses the DeepCut CNN [PIT+ 16] to extract joint
locations from a single 2D image followed by estimating pose and shape by fitting
a SMPL model. [URK16] successfully presents a kind of best practices for deep
learning CNN, without any pre- or post-processing, in order to learn a pose classifier based on single input images. The OpenPose project [CSWS17] provides a high
performance CNN architecture to extract the joint locations of multiple people from
single images in real-time. Similarly, [MSS+ 17] supports real-time 3D human pose
estimation from single RGB cameras. [EdAJ+ 17] presents a CNN to estimate joint
locations and angles of multi-person from 2-view RGB input of challenging outdoor
scenes - based on a discriminative image-based joint detection method with a modelbased generative motion tracking algorithm through an unified pose optimization
energy. In [KBJM18], using the SMPL model, an approach is presented to directly
estimate human 3D shape as well as kinematic pose parameters (joint angles) from
a single 2D input image, by minimizing the reprojection error of keypoints in combination with an adversary network [THSF17] trained to tell whether a human body
parameter is real or not, using a large database of 3D human meshes.
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2.2.3. Markerless Motion Capture with Detailed Model
Adaptation
Lately, researchers have investigated to adapt a generic tracking model in detail
towards the captured subject simultaneously during tracking (Fig. 2.5).
The authors of [BBLR15] fit a low-resolution model with respect to shape and pose
to the depth channel of a monocular RGB-D sequence in order to initialize a registered high-resolution model. Then, the initialized high-resolution model is refined to
match the input frames by exploiting photo-consistency and thereby simultaneously
calculating a texture map. Finally, a displacement map is calculated encoding the
remaining geometric details (shown on the right of Fig. 2.1).
An approach to process sequences of full-body 3D scans is presented in [ZPBPM17].
A SMPL model, enhanced with a term to compensate for cloth deviations, is fitted
to an input sequence. Based on the per input frame fitted SMPL model, a free-form
surface is optimized to better resemble the input sequence. This free-form surface
is coupled to the SMPL model, in order to prevent too strong deviations from it.
In [YZG+ 18], a human model representation is presented consisting of two layers supporting model adaptation and tracking in real-time on a single depth input stream.
The inner layer is a parametric shape model encoding the subject identity and pose
of a captured human without cloth or other disturbances. An outer layer is used to
support free-form deformations. It models the actual observations, including cloth,
hair etc. and is progressively refined and extended with the input frames. Theses
layers are coupled through a node graph, so that the kinematic skeleton structure of

Figure 2.5.: Examples of different markerless motion capture approaches with detailed model
adaptation, from left to right: [ZPBPM17], [AMX+ 18a] and [YZG+ 18].
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the inner layer constraints the deformation of the outer layer. An efficient volumetric fusion and optimization based on Gauss-Newton implemented on GPU is used
to achieve real-time capabilities.
An enhancement to the SMPL model is presented in [AMX+ 18b]. The authors
propose to add an auxiliary term to the SMPL formulation, that allows to include
individual geometric peculiarities. Using this enhanced SMPL model, a geometrically individualized and textured model of a subject can be generated from a
monocular RGB image sequence by using robust silhouette matching in a canonical
reference frame. The same authors propose to include fine geometric details into the
already enhanced and individualized SMPL model by means of additional vertices,
which are placed initially flat within the already existing triangles [AMX+ 18a]. Using shape-from-shading techniques, these additional vertices are moved along the
triangle normal direction in order to optimally resemble the captured input.

2.3. Contributions of this Thesis
The method proposed in this thesis falls in the latter category of algorithms: detailed model adaptation with simultaneous pose optimization. The contribution of
this theses is the following: A motion capture framework with detailed shape adaptation is proposed which focuses on processing sequences of noisy 3D reconstructions
captured with a multi-view setup covering only a partial view onto a moving subject
(Chap. 4). Alternatively, the method supports the generation of a subject adapted
model from sets of 3D reconstructions representing independent poses.
In contrast to indirect animation approaches, the underlying tracking model used
here is based on an artifact-free, compact, vertex-based, kinematic skinning function and thus can be directly animated or modified (Sec. 3.1). In order to ensure
naturally appearing humanoid surface characteristics with realistic deformation behavior, the internally used tracking model is generated a priori, using a completely
automatic and data-driven optimization approach (Sec. 3.2) by optimizing the vertices, kinematic skeleton joints as well as the skinning weights to closely resemble
registered meshes of captured real-world scans.
During motion capture, the tracking model is adapted towards the captured subject
in terms of surface vertices as well as skeleton joints. As a result, the output is
a kinematically animatable model resembling the shape of the captured subject as
well as the animation parameters for each of the input frames.
In contrast to parametric shape models, the proposed optimization framework supports free-form deformations to adapt the template model’s surface directly to the
captured subject. Soft-constraints, learned a priori from example data, are used to
guide the optimization towards natural human shapes (and pose), without limiting the space of attainable shapes to a parametric model, thereby supporting the
extraction of subject specific peculiarities, for example a ponytail hairstyle.
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Data-Driven Model Generation
The key idea of this dissertation is to exploit real-world data as much as possible.
The aim is to capture the subject’s shape including subject specific details - in
contrast to statistical models for example. One fundamental element of the modeladaptive motion capture framework is the underlying template model. During motion capture (using low quality unregistered partial 3D scans as input, Chap. 4), this
template model is adapted successively to the observed shape of a captured subject,
among others to increase the achieved accuracy of resembling the input data. As
such, the underlying template model needs to be
• flexible enough to be adaptable to variously shaped subjects,
• expressive enough to resemble a diverse variety of poses and
• restrictive enough in order to prevent divergence and non-plausible configurations and shapes.
Further, it is desirable for a broad range of applications, that the template model
can be directly animated - in contrast to implicit methods [ASK+ 05, HSS+ 09, ZB15],
where each animation step requires to solve a certain optimization problem.
The template model used for the proposed model-adaptive motion capture is introduced in the following chapter. The template model is based on a new kinematic
skinning function. It supports multi-joint influences and is artifact-free through the
use of different interpolations for swing and twist motions (Sec. 3.1). Further, in
order to embed realistic human characteristics into this template model, all its components are learned from high quality registered example scans with the proposed
optimization framework (Sec. 3.2). This skinning function as well as the data-driven
optimization framework is not limited to be used only for the shape adaptive motion
capture (Chap. 4), but can be used for various other applications (Sec. 3.3).
This chapter is organized as follows. Sec. 3.1 starts with a background on kinematics
based skinning methods followed by the introduction of the proposed artifact-free
multi-joint skinning function. Sec. 3.2 presents the data-driven optimization approach to learn all components for a highly realistic and kinemtatically animatable
model from example data. An evaluation and analysis together with example applications of the proposed skinning function and optimization is presented in Sec. 3.3.
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3.1. Skinning Function
Skeletal animation is a computer graphics technique in which the representation
of a human body consists of two parts: a surface mesh and a hierarchical set of
interconnected bones. The skeleton is used to animate the mesh by specifying joint
angles. The process of deforming a model from rest pose to a specified pose is
called skinning. The simplest skinning approach is based on rigid kinematics. This
means that the mesh vertices are directly transformed according to their associated
skeleton bones. As shown in Fig. 3.1, this method produces undesired artifacts like
cracks and gaps around the joints. These artifacts can be averted by using blend
skinning methods. Here, the influence of joint rotations onto vertices is blended.
Skinning weights are used to model the influence of kinematic joints onto vertices one scalar for each vertex and each kinematic joint. Further, a skinning function is
used to realize this blending (see Sec. 2.1.2).
The choice of the skinning function is crucial for the quality of the resulting animation realism. In [KS12], a compact and artifact-free skinning function is presented (Eq. 2.3 and Fig. 2.2 in Sec. 2.1.2). This skinning function combines Linear
Blend Skinning (LBS) and Dual Quaternion Skinning (DQS) in order to compensate for their deficiencies: Candy-wrapper and bulging artifacts (Fig. 3.2). LBS is
used to model swing motion and DQS is used for twist motions. This approach
provides convincing animation results, as is demonstrated in Fig. 3.2. However, it
is limited to blending only one kinematic rotation, that is, one consecutive joint
transformation.

Figure 3.1.: Comparison of rigid kinematics (left) and blend skinning (right).
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Figure 3.2.: Different skinning functions with extreme swing / twist motion to emphasize the
typical artifacts, from left to right: rest pose, swing with DQS-only skinning, swing with LBS/DQS
skinning, twist with LBS-only skinning and twist with LBS/DQS skinning.

In this thesis, this skinning function is enhanced by combining LBS with Dual
quaternion Linear Blending (DLB) [KCvO08]. The usage of DLB instead of DQS
allows the interpolation between multiple joints. This is important in cases where the
kinematic dependency chain is split into multiple branches, for example at legs, arms
and head. Since DLB approximates closely the characteristics of DQS for blending
a single-joint, the DLB based skinning function produces visually indistinguishable
results for these cases as in [KS12] (especially because all components are optimized),
but supports further modeling flexibility.
A comparison between single joint and multi joint blending is shown in Fig. 3.3: As
can be seen, without multi-joint support, cracks emerge in the mesh at transition
regions, where the influence of one joint vanishes and the influence of another joint
starts. With multi-joint blending, the influence of different joints overlap and no
cracks happen.
The complete pose aligning transformation T () uses this DLB/LBS-based skinning
interpolation S(), followed by the rigid transformation K() representing the transformations of all previous joints in the kinematic chain, followed by global similarity
alignment G() for uniform scaling, locating and orienting the model in 3D space.

Figure 3.3.: Multi-joint influence in neck region at extreme head rotation: single-joint blending
(left) and multi-joint blending (right).
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Hence, the transformation of a 3D vertex v of the model from its rest pose to a certain target pose v′ (for example to resemble a specific example scan) is formulated
as follows:
(
)
v′ = T (v) = G K (S(v))
(3.1)
The proposed blending function S() for smooth interpolation of the rotations of the
closest kinematic joints to vertex v is detailed in Sec. 3.1.1.
The global similarity alignment G() is formulated as
G(v) = sRv + t

(3.2)

with s being a positive scalar scaling factor, R a 3×3 rotation matrix for orientation,
and t a 3-vector to position the model in space.
The rigid transformation K() is a nested transformation of kinematic joint rotations.
Its specific formulation depends on the number of joints j within the preceeding
kinematic chain:
K(v) = Kj (v) = RKj v + tKj .
(3.3)
For example, K1 () models rotation around one kinematic joint, K2 () models the
rotation of two successive joints, K3 () for three successive joints, and so forth:
K1 (v) =
=
=
K2 (v) =
=
=
K3 (v) =
=
=
..
.

R1 (v − t1 ) + t1
(3.4)
R1 v + (1 − R1 )t1
(3.5)
RK1 v + tK1
(3.6)
R2 (K1 (v) − t2 ) + t2
(3.7)
R2 R1 v + R2 (1 − R1 )t1 + (1 − R2 )t2
(3.8)
RK2 v + tK2
(3.9)
R3 (K2 (v) − t3 ) + t3
(3.10)
R3 R2 R1 v + R3 R2 (1 − R1 )t1 + R3 (1 − R2 )t2 + (1 − R3 )t3 (3.11)
RK3 v + tK3
(3.12)

with 1 being a 3 × 3 unit matrix and Ri and ti representing the rotation matrix and
rotation center of joint i.
The order of applying the joint transformations starts from the outward end effector
side and proceeds inwards along the hierarchic dependence chain to the root/base
of the kinematic skeleton tree. This order has the practical advantage that the joint
transformations always act on rest pose joint configurations and are independent of
all preceding and succeeding joint rotations. The other way around would require
to adapt the joints in local coordinate systems with respect to all already applied
kinematic transformations of the preceding kinematic dependence chain.
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3.1.1. Artifact-free Blending of Multiple Joint Transformations
The function S() blends multiple kinematic joint transformations to achieve artifactfree skinning. This is achieved with the use of dual quaternions. Since dual quaternions can not be considered as common knowledge, a short introduction into this
topic is given in App. A.1. This appendix is focused on how dual quaternions are
used in the context of kinematic transformations, as required for this section.
The blending function S() of multiple joint transformations avoids skinning artifacts by using a combination of different blending functions for different kinds of
joint rotations, specifically LBS for swing motions and DLB for twist motions. Consequently, S() is based on decomposing the joint rotations into its swing (2 DoF)
and twist (1 DoF) components [PB12]. As visualized in Fig. 3.4, this decomposition implies that each kinematic joint has its own orientation o, thus its own local
coordinate system.
Representing a joint rotation with unit quaternion q, the swing/twist decomposition
q = qswing · qtwist is straightforward to compute. Using the x-axis of the joint’s local
coordinate system as axis to twist around, the joint rotation q can be decomposed
into its swing and twist components using:
(qw , qx , 0, 0)
qtwist = √
q2w + q2x

(3.13)

qswing = q · (qtwist )∗

(3.14)

with qw , qx being the w and x components of quaternion q and ()∗ denoting quaternion conjugation.
In order to transform a rest pose vertex v of the model, the vertex specific DLBof the kinematic joints j is applied first. The
combination of twist rotations qtwist
j
twist transformation is followed by the swing transformations qswing
using standard
j
LBS:
S(v) = LBS(vDLB , qswing
, . . . , qswing
)
1
J

(3.15)

vDLB = DLB(v, qtwist
, . . . , qtwist
)
1
J

(3.16)

with

Figure 3.4.: Orientation of kinematic joints with twist axis (red) and swing axes (green).
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DLB blends joint transformations in the form of unit dual quaternions. And the
joint rotations qj are specified with respect to the local orientation oj of joint j.
corresponding to the twist rotation qtwist
Consequently, the dual quaternion q̂twist
j
j
required by DLB, is formed by: (a) orienting the twist quaternion with respect to the
global coordinate system (o∗j ·qtwist
·oj ) and (b) setting up the dual part representing
j
the corresponding joint rotation center (App. A.1).
According to DLB, a vertex specific twist transformation is calculated by summing
. Each twist unit dual quaternion is weighted
up the twist unit dual quaternions q̂twist
j
with its vertex specific DLB skinning weight wjtwist , which determines the twist
influence of joint j onto this particular vertex v. A normalization step following the
summation is used to guarantee that the resulting dual quaternion is of unit norm:
∑ twist twist
q̂j
j wj
twist
twist
∑
q̂DLB = DLB(w1twist , q̂twist
,
.
.
.
,
w
,
q̂
)
=
(3.17)
1
J
J
|| j wjtwist q̂twist
||
j
The resulting DLB blended unit dual quaternion q̂DLB represents the combined twist
rotations of all involved joints and is used to transform a rest pose vertex v into
vDLB (App. A.1).
Having computed the twist transformed vertex vDLB from the rest pose vertex v, the
final step to calculate the fully blended vertex is to apply the swing transformations.
of all involved joints j are oriented
For this purpose, the swing components qswing
j
with respect to the global coordinate system and converted to rotation matrices:
o∗j · qswing
· oj → Rswing
. The fully blended vertex is calculated using standard LBS
j
j
with these oriented swing rotations Rswing
and the corresponding rotation centers
j
tj :
)
∑ ( swing
S(v) = LBS(vDLB ) =
wj Rj (vDLB − tj ) + tj .
(3.18)
j

After having applied the blended twist and swing transformation S(), the joint rotations of the remaining kinematic chain are applied K(), followed by the global similarity transformation G() to scale, locate and orient the model in space (Eq. 3.1).
Note on Anti-Podality: The anti-podality
property of classical quaternions, as illustrated in
Fig. 3.5, holds identically for dual quaternions,
which means that the dual quaternions q̂ and −q̂
represent the same 3D rigid transformation. The
difference between these two transformations lies
in the used trajectory. Consequently, this needs to
be considered while blending. The mathematical
prerequisite to blend along the required shorter arc
is to ensure that all non-dual parts reside in the
same 4D hemisphere. This is straightforward to Figure 3.5.: Comparison of rotation
achieve by considering the dot product between quaternion q and −q.
all combinations of the quaternions [KCvO08].
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Note on Convexity of Skinning Weights: The twist skinning weights, and
equally the swing skinning weights, representing the blending influence of the associated joint transformations, need to be in the range
∑ of 0 and 1 and they need to sum
up to one for each vertex: 0 ≤ wjtwist ≤ 1 and j wjtwist = 1. Otherwise, undesired
scaling and extrapolation artifacts might happen. This implies, that a virtual joint
transformation needs to be included
( into the DLB formula
) (Eq. 3.17), representing a
twist
neutral transformation
∑ twist q̂neutral = (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0) with the remaining weight
twist
wneutral = 1 − j wj .
As shown in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3, this proposed skinning function produces artifactfree animations and supports multiple joints to be blended and thereby leads to a
natural appearance for a wide range of complex motions.

3.2. Example-Driven Model Optimization
The kinematic skinning function presented in Sec. 3.1 constitutes the foundation for
realistically appearing animatable human models. Further ingredients required to
actually realize such a model are the rest pose vertices, skinning weights as well as a
hierarchical skeleton structure consisting of joint locations and joint orientations.
In order to resemble true human shape and kinematic deformation characteristics, common approaches typically require significant manual effort, for example
the placement of skeletal joints and fine-tuning of skinning weights. Recent methods exploit available example meshes to learn certain properties from training data.
However, automatic approaches usually rely on strong heuristic prior assumptions,
like smooth skinning weight distributions.
In contrast to such methods, the proposed model optimization approach is completely automatic and data-driven and does not depend on such prior assumptions.
A schematic overview of the method is shown in Fig. 3.6. A set of registered 3D
scans is used to generate a kinematically animatable model closely resembling this
training data. This optimization approach is straightforward to apply because of
its strong data-driven nature. Only one single parameter needs to be specified to
control the shape conformance between model and training data.

Figure 3.6.: Overview of model learning pipeline: registered input example scans (left), initial
model with binary skinning weights corresponding to rigid kinematics (middle), optimized model
with skinning weights, rest pose vertices and kinematic skeleton compliant to training data (right).
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3.2.1. Preprocessing and Initialization
The proposed optimization approach (Sec. 3.2.2) optimizes a kinematic shape model
to closely resemble the given training data. The training data consists of a set of
registered 3D scans of an actor in different poses. There are various approaches
available for the generation of registered 3D scans. For evaluation purposes, several
different algorithms and publicly available datasets have been used in this thesis, as
summarized in Tab. 3.2 in Sec. 3.3.3.
The kinematic shape model to be optimized consists of the following components:
3D Mesh in Rest Pose (Bind Shape): A set of 3D vertices with a defined topology.
Skinning Weights: Two sets of float values for each vertex (one set for LBS and
another one for DLB), specifying the influence of joint transformations, with
each value being in the range of 0..1.
Joint Positions and Orientations: A set of 3-vectors and unit quaternions.
The rest pose 3D mesh is initially set randomly to any of the training set poses. The
skinning weights are initialized to binary weights corresponding to rigid kinematics
without any smooth interpolation as the result of a k-means clustering [LD12] - the
chosen number of clusters k in k-means corresponds to the number of body parts
and determines as such the structure of the embedded skeleton hierarchy. With the
exception of the root body part, every limb is connected through one skeleton joint
to its predecessor limb, forming the kinematic chain. Consequently, the number of
kinematic joints J is one less than the number of body parts k: J = k − 1. The
joint positions are initially set to the intersections of the limbs resulting from the
k-means clustering. The joint’s local coordinate systems are orientated such that
the x-axis (twist-axis) points towards the next joint in the kinematic hierarchy, or,
in the case of end effectors, towards the mean vertex of that last limb/cluster.
Additionally, the optimization framework needs as input an initial configuration for
each joint as well as the global alignment (rotation and translation) for each example
scan. This is addressed by treating each joint/limb of each scan independently as
an Orthogonal Procrustes alignment problem [Akc03] which is solved efficiently via
Singular Value Decomposition.
A visual impression of such a rigid kinematics based model initialized from training
data is given in the middle of Fig. 3.6 as well as on the left of Fig. 3.1.

3.2.2. Optimization of Vertices, Joints and Skinning Weights
The kinematically animatable model to be optimized consists of rest pose vertices, locations and orientations of skeletal joints and skinning weights, indicated on the right
of Fig. 3.6. The optimization is designed to enforce the resulting model to closely
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resemble the example scans after the pose dependent skinning-transformation. This
is refined into two guiding principles:
Conforming Pose: The pose transformed model should resemble the targeted scan
pose by having minimal distances between corresponding vertices.
Conforming Shape: The surface of the pose transformed model should resemble the
surface of the targeted scan pose by having similar vertex positions relative to
their neighbors.
For M example scans, each having V vertices, these two principles are transformed
into an objective function consisting of two terms: a typical data term and a weighted
mesh Laplacian [Sor06]:
M ∑
V 
2

∑
(
)


2
 scanm
scanm
) − L Tm (vv ) 
Q=
− Tm (vv )  + αL (vv
vv

(3.19)

m=1 v=1

with α ≥ 0 being the shape conformance weight parameter, vvscanm being the v th
vertex of the mth example scan, Tm (vv ) being the v th model vertex transformed
with the transformation parameters for the mth example scan and L() being the
uniform Laplacian function:
L(v) = v −

∑
1
vn
|N (v)|

(3.20)

n∈N (v)

with N (v) denoting the set of indices neighbouring vertex v according to the mesh
topology and |N (v)| being the number of neighbouring vertices.
As experimentally demonstrated in Sec. 3.3.1, this objective function is sufficient to
generalize the skinning model parameters in order to inter- and extrapolate within respective outside of the training dataset, thus arbitrary realistically appearing shapes
and movements can be generated.
For optimal resemblances with the training data, all components of the targeted
animatable model are optimized. Since these components occur interwoven within
the objective function Q, the minimization is grouped into three optimization steps
that are iterated until convergence: Skinning weights, rest pose vertex locations and
locations and orientations of kinematic joints.
Optimization of Skinning Weights via Block Coordinate Descent
As presented in Sec. 3.1.1, the skinning interpolation S() requires for each vertex
of the model two sets of weights: one for the DLB-based twist blending, and one
swing
twist
for the LBS-based swing blending. Each of the two sets w1...J
and w1...J
contains
a weight for each joint in the range of 0 . . . 1, specifying the influence of the joint’s
transformation on the vertex. Further, each of the two sets of skinning weights per
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vertex sums up to an accumulated value less than or equal to one:
∑
respective j wjtwist ≤ 1.

∑

j

wjswing ≤ 1

The LBS interpolation for the swing rotations is given in Eq. 3.18. It can be seen,
that the optimal LBS skinning weights are the direct solution of a least mean squares
problem with box constraints and inequality constraints, if all other parameters
inclusive the DLB skinning weights are set to fixed values.
The optimization of the DLB skinning weights inclusive the LBS skinning weights
with respect to Q is achieved by employing the sampling based block coordinate
descent algorithm [JDKL14]. This algorithm operates on a currently valid configuration and updates only one block (of parametrizable size) of variables at a time.
The block coordinate descent algorithm is applied to the skinning weight optimization problem by computing slightly varied DLB skinning weight candidates for each
vertex via sliding slightly forward and backward along the kinematic chain respective along all directions in cases of a fork. The corresponding LBS weights for each
DLB weights candidate is determined by solving directly the constrained linear least
mean squares problem as presented above. By evaluating the gain with respect to
the objective Q, the skinning weight candidates corresponding to the block of contiguous vertices providing the best gain is used to update the skinning weights. This
is repeated until convergence. The gain of a skinning weight candidate is calculated
and updated efficiently by exploiting the fact that changes in skinning weights affect
only the vertex’s and its neighbors’ contribution to the objective Q.
Optimization of Vertex Locations via Least Squares Fitting
The optimal location of the model’s rest pose vertices with respect to the objective
Q is calculated directly by setting up a suitable linear equation system and solving
for the linear least squares solution. With all other components fixed to constant
values, the complete pose alignment transformation T () (Eq. 3.1) can be brought
into the form of an invertible transformation, consisting of a 3×3-matrix TT and a
3-vector tT :
v′ = T (v) = TT v + tT
(3.21)
Note, that as a consequence of LBS TT is not a rotation matrix. This reformulation
in turn allows to stack the equations for all vertices of all example scan poses into
one equation system matrix. Following the same principle, the equations for the
Laplacian term of the objective Q can be appended to the equation system matrix
as well. Finally, the model’s optimal vertex positions minimizing the objective Q
are calculated directly by solving for the linear least squares solution using a sparse
solver.
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Optimization of Joints via Gauss-Newton Algorithm
The orientation oj and location tj of each joint j of the model is jointly optimized
with the actual pose parameters (joint angles & global similarity alignment) for all
example scans by employing the Gauss-Newton algorithm. For this purpose, the
partial derivatives of the objective Q with respect to these variables are calculated
for the current configuration.
In order to calculate valid rotation updates conforming to SO(3), the continuous
and minimal exponential map representation of rotations is used in the same way as
in [Ude98]. The exponential map function exp : R3 → S 3 to map a 3-vector r back
into a unit quaternion q is formulated as follows:
)
{ (
sin(∥r∥)
cos(∥r∥), ∥r∥ r if r ̸= 0
(3.22)
q = exp(r) =
(1, 0, 0, 0) if r = 0
Further, during the optimization of joint locations, the objective Q is minimized
simultaneously with a heavily weighted soft constraint term Qsym to enforce symmetry among the skeleton control structure: Q + λQsym with λ being a very big
number, for example 101 0. A suitable Qsym term to enforce corresponding bones on
the left and right hand side of the skeleton control structure to be of equal length
is formulated as follows:
∑ 
)
(
)
(
2
Qsym =
t
−
t
−
R
t
−
t
(3.23)
 l
lr
r
suc[l]
suc[r] 
(l,r)∈Js

with tl and tr being the location of corresponding joints on the left and right of
the skeleton control structure, suc[·] being the successor function to yield the index
of the next joint within the kinematic chain and Js being the set of pairs of joint
indices of all bones intended to be of equal length. The 3 × 3 rotation matrix Rlr
is used to bring the pointing direction of both “bones” into alignment, so that their
length is directly comparable.
The Rlr matrix is calculated directly from the “bones” tl − tsuc[l] and tr − tsuc[r] . The
angle θ between these two bones is determined using the geometric interpretation
of the scalar product:
)
(
(tl − tsuc[l] ) · (tr − tsuc[r] )
(3.24)
θ = arccos
∥tl − tsuc[l] )∥∥(tr − tsuc[r] ∥
The rotation axis u =

[

ux uy uz
u=

]T

is computed employing the cross product:

(tl − tsuc[l] ) × (tr − tsuc[r] )
∥tl − tsuc[l] )∥∥(tr − tsuc[r] ∥

(3.25)
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Finally, the Rlr rotation matrix is calculated with the standard axis-angle to rotation
matrix conversion formula:
⎡
⎤
θc + u2x (1 − θc )
ux uy (1 − θc ) − uz θs ux uz (1 − θc ) + uy θs
θc + u2y (1 − θc )
uy uz (1 − θc ) − ux θs ⎦ (3.26)
Rlr = ⎣ uy ux (1 − θc ) + uz θs
uz ux (1 − θc ) − uy θs uz uy (1 − θc ) + ux θs
θc + u2z (1 − θc )
with θc = cos θ and θs = sin θ.
The benefit of symmetry is concisely described in [LMR+ 15]: “While models learned
without the symmetry term produce reasonable results, enforcing symmetry produces
models that are visually more intuitive for animation.”
The fact that the pose parameters for one example scan are independent of all other
pose parameters leads to a structured and sparse Jacobian matrix. This can be
exploited to significantly accelerate the optimization.

3.3. Experimental Evaluation, Applications and
Discussion
The presented kinematic modeling approach consists of two major contributions:
• a kinematic skinning function supporting multi-joint influences as well as different blending interpolations for the swing and twist components of joint
rotations to avoid typical skinning artifacts, and

Figure 3.7.: Animatable model learned from SCAPE dataset with proposed optimization method,
from left to right: 3D mesh with superimposed kinematic skeleton including local orientations
of joints with swing/LBS axes (green) and twist/DLB axes (red); twist/DLB skinning weights;
swing/LBS skinning weights.
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• a data-driven optimization scheme to setup such an articulated skinned computer graphics model.
The optimization to generate an animatable model to resemble a training dataset is
influenced mainly by the choice of the number of joints J (Sec. 3.2.1) and the shape
conformance weight α (Sec. 3.2.2). As such, this approach is capable to learn automatically an accurate articulated model from registered example 3D scans. Besides
the mainly intended purpose of using such a realistic human model for shape adaptive motion capture (Chap. 4), various further applications are possible, for example,
combining the optimization with a suitable 3D reconstruction method to support
the generation of articulated models directly from 2D photographs (Sec. 3.3.2).
In order to give a visual impression on learned animatable models, Fig. 3.7 shows
a typical result of the proposed data-driven optimization method. The rest pose
geometry, skinning weights as well as the kinematic skeleton are aligned to closely
resemble the training dataset, SCAPE [ASK+ 05] in this case. The resulting skinning
weights for swing/LBS and twist/DLB are similar (but not identical) and predominantly smooth (but not everywhere).

3.3.1. Experimental Evaluation
Thorough practical experiments have been performed with the presented approach.
For the purpose of evaluation of the accuracy, two publicly available datasets have
been used:
• SCAPE [ASK+ 05] uses the Correlated Correspondence Algorithm [ASP+ 04]
to generate registered meshes, it consists of M = 71 meshes of a single person
in different poses, each mesh having V = 12.5k vertices and 25k triangles, and
• MPI FAUST [BRLB14] uses the Texture Enhanced Coregistration Algorithm [BRLB14, HLRB12] to generate registered meshes, it consists of 10
datasets corresponding to 10 different people, each consisting of M = 10
meshes with a different pose, with a resolution of V = 6.9k vertices and 13.8k
triangles per mesh.
Both datasets have been identically processed:
• initialization as described in Sec. 3.2.1 with J = 18 joints
• shape conformance weight parameter α = 100
The effect of varying J and α is discussed below.
As can be seen qualitatively in Fig. 3.8 for some example poses of the SCAPE
dataset, the proposed model learning approach based on the artifact-free multi-joint
skinning function accurately resembles the given input training meshes. Further,
interpolations between, as well as extrapolations beyond training set poses convey
convincing realism. The achieved quantitative Euclidean distance between SCAPE
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vertices and the closest surface point of the learned model, averaged over all vertices
of all meshes, is 5.4mm with a standard deviation of 4.8mm.
Qualitative results for the MPI FAUST dataset, where only 10 example poses are
given for each subject, is shown in Fig. 3.9. Even with such a limited training
dataset, the proposed model learning approach provides convincing realism. The
original MPI FAUST poses are accurately reproduced with the learned animatable
model. Pose inter- and extrapolation with this model produces realistic new poses.
The achieved quantitative Euclidean distance between MPI FAUST vertices and the
closest surface point of the learned model, averaged over all vertices of all meshes of
all subjects, is 3.4mm with a standard deviation of 3.7mm.
Properties of the Kinematic Skeleton
A decision to make during the initialization (Sec. 3.2.1) is the number of body part
limbs k, which implicitly determines the number of joints J = k − 1 used for the
skeleton control structure within the animatable mesh model. A small number of
joints is desired for the purpose of ease of use of the animation control structure.

Figure 3.8.: Model learning results for SCAPE dataset; top row: learned kinematic model in
pose of input mesh (2nd and 4th ), interpolated pose (middle) and extrapolated pose (left and
right); bottom row: corresponding original SCAPE mesh (yellow) and heat map visualizing the
point-to-plane distance between SCAPE vertices and corresponding closest point on model surface.
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On the other hand, an animatable model with too few independently controllable
body parts lacks flexibility - groups of body parts are fused together and animated
as one, resulting in undesired artifacts and less accuracy to reproduce the original
training dataset.
A quantitative measurement, averaged over the complete MPI FAUST dataset, is
shown in Tab. 3.1. Starting from a simple skeleton with J = 15 joints (shown
in Fig. 3.10), additional joints have been added and evaluated: one joint between
head and neck/throat (J = 16), one at each collarbone (J = 17), as well as both
combined (J = 18). It can be seen, quantitative in Tab. 3.1 as well as qualitative
in Fig. 3.10: An increasing number of kinematic joints improves the accuracy to
reproduce the training dataset. A good choice for the number of joints for human
models has been experimentally determined to be J = 18. As a consequence, all
presented experiments are performed with J = 18 joints.

Figure 3.9.: Model learning results for MPI FAUST (#7) dataset; top row: learned kinematic
model in pose of input mesh (2nd and 4th ), interpolated pose (middle) and extrapolated pose
(left and right); bottom row: corresponding original MPI FAUST mesh (yellow) and heat map
visualizing the point-to-plane distance between MPI FAUST vertices and corresponding closest
point on model surface.
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mean
std dev

J = 15
4.6
5.1

J = 16
4.7
5.2

J = 17
3.8
4.2

J = 18
3.4
3.7

Table 3.1.: Comparison of quantitative measurements on MPI FAUST dataset with different
number of joints J: mean and standard deviation of point-to-plane distance between MPI FAUST
vertices and corresponding closest point on model surface (in mm).

Further, as discussed in Sec. 3.2.2, a symmetry constraint is embedded within the
optimization of the kinematic joints, in order to not rely on the data-driven optimization and training data to recover all desired symmetries. Symmetry is desired,
because resulting models are visually more intuitive for animation. A qualitative
comparison of optimized models with and without having used symmetry constraints
is shown in Fig. 3.10. Visually, the meshes of the resulting animatable model have
a very similar appearance. With respect to quantitative accuracy, models learned
with and without symmetry constraint differ only slightly. Shown exemplary for the
SCAPE dataset: The average Euclidean distance between training mesh vertices
and corresponding closest point on the model surface is with symmetry constraint
5.4mm with a standard deviation of 4.8mm. Without symmetry constraint the mean
distance is 5.9mm with a standard deviation of 5.2mm.

Figure 3.10.: Comparison of different model learning results (from left to right): original SCAPE
training dataset pose, model learned with J = 15 symmetry-constrained joints, model learned with
J = 18 symmetry-constrained joints and the model with J = 18 non-symmetry-constrained joints.

Influence of Shape Conformance Weight α
The optimization framework to generate a skinned model from a training dataset
requires one parameter to be specified: the shape conformance weight α used in
the objective Q (Eq. 3.19 in Sec. 3.2.2). The effect of varying this optimization
parameter α onto the resulting mesh model is qualitatively shown in Fig. 3.11. Using
a too low value for α results in undesired discontinuities among the skinning weights
and rest pose vertices, which yields crack-like artifacts within the shape. These
cracks emerge as the solution to optimally align the animatable model vertices with
each of the given poses of the training dataset without considering the relation of
neighboring vertices. On the other hand, using too high values for α results in
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Figure 3.11.: Influence of shape conformance weight α in objective Q (Eq. 3.19), from left to
right: original input SCAPE mesh and optimized animatable models with α = 0, 100 and 10000.

the tendency of the optimization loop to converge towards a model mesh with thin
limbs, thereby producing the effect of a skinny/bony human. This latter effect is a
consequence of giving stronger emphasis on shape conformance among all training
data poses and thereby enforcing the compensation of non-kinematic effects, like
muscle bulging. A good compromise experimentally found is a value of α = 100,
which is, as a consequence, used in all presented experiments.

3.3.2. Example Applications
The obvious usage of the presented model learning framework is to generate an
animatable model from registered example scans, respective the animation of such
models. This has been demonstrated in Sec. 3.3.1 and has been published (for
precursor versions) to produce appealing visual results, for example in [FPE14,
FPHE16] with an on-the-fly generated respectively dynamically updated texture
map.
As shown in this section, further applications of the presented model learning framework are possible. In particular, the conversion of performance capture to motion
capture sequences is demonstrated as well as the generation of animatable models directly from 2D photographs when combined with a suitable non-rigid shape
estimation algorithm.
Model fitting to Performance Capture Sequences
Performance capture data typically consists of a sequence of registered 3D meshes,
without any model of articulation, recovered from a deforming subject in motion.
Such data footage is already perfectly suited to be used without any preprocessing as
input data for the presented optimization framework to learn a kinematic model to
resemble such an input sequence. This is demonstrated using the publicly available
CVSSP PerfCap sequence [BHKH13], which has been generated using the Shape
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Similarity Tree for Non-Sequential Alignment [BHKH13]. This sequence consists of
M = 416 meshes, each consisting of V = 2.7k vertices and 5.3k triangles, containing
a single subject performing tasks like running and jumping. As shown qualitatively
for various poses in Fig. 3.12, the fitted model faithfully resembles the CVSSP
sequence. Quantitatively, the achieved Euclidean distance between CVSSP vertices
and the closest surface point of the learned model, averaged over all vertices of all
frames, is 8.6mm with a standard deviation of 8.6mm.

Figure 3.12.: Application: Conversion of CVSSP PerfCap performance capture (yellow) to motion
capture (cyan) sequence with heat map visualizing the point-to-plane distance between CVSSP
PerfCap vertices and corresponding closest point on model surface.

Articulated Models from 2D Photographs
The combination of the presented automatic model optimization with an automatic
algorithm to estimate registered 3D scan meshes from 2D photographs opens up
the possibility to generate articulated 3D objects directly from 2D photographs in
an automatic manner [FKHE18]. This is demonstrated using the publicly available
VDSfM dataset [Kau17], which has been produced with the Template-Based 3D
Non-Rigid Shape Estimation [KHE17] algorithm.
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The processing stages are shown in Fig. 3.13 together with animation results for
the synthetic Sackboy dataset. This dataset consists of a cartoon like figure with
M = 20 different poses where the head, arms and legs have been moved, resulting in
a skeleton with J = 5 joints. Registered meshes have been generated from screencaptures using the VDSfM approach and consist of V = 2.5k vertices respectively
5k triangles. The proposed optimization framework has been used to learn the
corresponding animatable model. As can be seen qualitatively, the reconstructed
geometry closely resembles the cartoon figure geometry. Additionally, new kinematic
deformations, not present in the training set, produce convincing animations.
As shown in Fig. 3.13, a similar experiment with the captured Puppet dataset has
been done. This dataset was produced from DSLR photos showing the puppet statically from different perspectives as well as photos where the limbs have been moved
by modifying J = 8 joints, resulting in 18 example meshes, each having 3.4k vertices respectively 6.8k triangles. Qualitatively it can be seen that the learned model
closely resembles the reconstructed meshes. Further animations of new poses demonstrate the convincing realism of extrapolated poses. Quantitatively, the achieved
Euclidean distance between training dataset vertices and the closest surface point of
the learned model, averaged over all vertices of all frames, is 3.2mm with a standard
deviation of 3.7mm.

Figure 3.13.: Application: Calculation of articulated model from 2D photographs, top row:
Sackboy dataset; lower row: Puppet dataset; from left to right: VDSfM input images, reconstructed
registered 3D scans, learned articulated model and (textured) animation results of poses not present
inthe training set.
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3.3.3. Discussion
As shown in this section, the presented kinematic modeling approach, consisting of
the enhanced skinning function and the data-driven optimization loop, is capable to
accurately resemble training data by learning a kinematics based graphics model as
well as the corresponding pose parameters. This has been demonstrated on various
publicly available datasets as summarized in Tab. 3.2.
Dataset
SCAPE [ASK+ 05]
MPI FAUST [BRLB14]
CVSSP PerfCap [BHKH13]
VDSfM Puppet [Kau17]
VDSfM Sackboy [Kau17]

#frames
71
10 × 10
416
18
20

#vertex
12.5k
6.9k
2.7k
3.4k
2.5k

#triangle
25k
13.8k
5.3k
6.8k
5.0k

mean
5.2
3.4
8.6
3.2
-

std dev
4.8
3.7
8.6
3.7
-

Table 3.2.: Summarized statistics of evaluated datasets and quantitative results (in mm): mean
distance between training dataset vertices and the closest surface point of the learned model. The
VDSfM Sackboy dataset is synthesized without any metrics and not used for quantitative analysis.

Like any example-based method, the variety of synthesized poses that produce convincing realism depends on the size and quality of the training data and its distribution in pose space. The data-driven optimization extracts statistical relations
present in the training dataset. For example, the skinning weights of the animatable
model learned from the SCAPE dataset moves very slightly the vertices corresponding to the Adam’s apple if the left shoulder is rotated. Generally, having example
poses covering the extreme cases (stretching and bending each joint to its maxima)
supports the generation of sufficiently good animatable models.
As described, the proposed animatable model is a function of kinematic joint angles
only: it does not model breathing, facial motion, muscle tension, or any changes
independent of skeletal joint angles. These could potentially be learned using blendshapes [TMB14, LMR+ 15, JSS18].
As has been shown in this section, the high degree of accuracy as well as the autonomous processing of the proposed optimization scheme render the presented approach perfectly suitable for various purposes.

3.4. Chapter Conclusion
This chapter has presented an enhanced skinning function as well as an easy-touse and completely data-driven optimization scheme to learn a kinematics based
animatable model from registered example meshes. The proposed skinning function uses a combination of LBS for swing motions and DLB for twist motions and
thereby reduces typical skinning artifacts like candy wrapper and bulging to a nonvisible minimum. Further, the use of DLB instead of DQS provides the flexibility to
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blend the influence of multiple joint rotations, which plays a significant role around
branches in the kinematic chain, like neck/shoulder. The presented new optimization scheme is designed to learn accurately and automatically an animatable model
from training data without any user intervention. A mesh Laplacian enforces that
the shape of the resulting model closely resembles the shape of the input example
scans. This optimization loops over three steps: optimization of (a) pose parameters
together with locations and orientations of kinematic joints, (b) skinning weights and
(c) rest pose vertex locations.
Experimental evaluations and example applications using publicly available datasets
have shown qualitatively and quantitatively the high accuracy achieved with this
approach. Learned animatable models closely resemble the training set and produce
convincing realism for interpolations between poses as well as for extrapolations
beyond the used training dataset. Limitations, as well as how to overcome them,
and requirements on sampling density of the pose space have been discussed.
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Motion and performance capture as well as human modeling techniques have revolutionized modern movie and game productions as well as telecommunication scenarios. There is a clear demand for 3D capturing of performing humans and the ability
to manipulate such footage manually/automatically, for example by exchanging the
appearance model while keeping the motions (retargeting), assembling seamlessly
certain movements into a desired order or fine-tuning certain actions (for example
gaze correction) etc. Inspired by this demand, the work presented in this thesis aims
at providing an approach to automatically model subject-specific human geometry
while estimating the subject’s pose, for single frames as well as complete sequences,
as illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
Markerless motion capture is an ill-posed problem because of occlusions, non-visible
surface areas, high degree of freedom (DoF) and the fact that multiple different
model configurations produce similar observations. A lot of approaches have been
presented in recent years. Typically, a generic or statistical model of a human is used,
or even just a broad approximation, for example a set of cylinders or spheres, which
simplifies the estimation of motion data [HAD09, LMR+ 15, YSD+ 16]. However, such
a rough model usually lacks the personal characteristics and consequently cannot
explain certain observable peculiarities. Further, the proportions of body parts of
different people vary significantly, which needs to be handled explicitly. Otherwise,
the achievable pose fitting accuracy is limited, and kinematic misalignments as well

Figure 4.1.: Illustration of model-adaptive pose estimation, from left to right: input of one
camera, reconstructed partial 3D mesh, extracted kinematic skeleton, corresponding shape adapted
to captured subject.
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as tracking loss are much more likely. On the other hand, modeling very realistic
human models has become relatively simple with nowadays modeling software, but
modeling an existing real person in detail is still a very cumbersome task.
Recent approaches targeting the challenge of simultaneous model adaptation and
motion capture are typically based on a statistical human model which is adapted
towards the captured data [TLB14, BKL+ 16, KBJM18, JSS18]. Statistical models
are usually based on PCA and provide the advantage of being robust in the sense that
they limit the space of attainable human shapes to such ones that are present in the
human population. Consequently, adaptation results look usually very natural while
approximating the subject at hand. However, the expressiveness of such statistical
models is limited to the people of the training set spanning the space of human
shape variation. The disadvantage that comes with such statistical models is that
they do not support the extraction of subject specific details, such as the hairstyle
or distinct facial features, thus individual details are lost.
In contrast, the method proposed in this thesis uses a human model for animation
that is based on skinning techniques (detailed in Chap. 3) and thereby provides a
typical, easy-to-manipulate kinematic skeleton control structure. Model-adaptation
is realized with respect to shape vertices and skeletal joints in order to closely resemble the observed input data and thereby approximating the appearance of the
captured subject. The proposed optimization framework is focused on processing
single frames or complete sequences of noisy meshes, with each frame representing a
partial view onto a moving subject. An example of typical input data is illustrated
in Fig. 4.2. The result is an animation of a topologically consistent and subject
adapted template model closely resembling the input meshes.
The main challenges required to master for the model-adaptive motion capture optimization are the following: The non-consistency of vertices respective the varying
triangle topology and the noise level obscuring the details in the captured data. Additionally, the per frame visibility is of only partial views onto the subject so that
considerable surface areas of the subject are not observed and need to be inferred
in a plausible manner.
The focus of this thesis is on pose estimation with model adaptation with the capability to resemble subject-specific details without the loss-of-detail limitation inherent in statistical model based approaches. This goal is achieved by following
a data-driven approach in combination with applying several heuristics to tackle
the challenge of processing imperfect real-world data, such as outlier filtering, constraining the visibility of vertices, using a robust norm etc. Further, prior knowledge
extracted a priori from preprocessed example meshes, integrated as soft-constraints,
is used to guide the optimization towards realistic results. In contrast to fitting a
statistical human model, the proposed shape adaptation extracts individual details
by adapting the model’s surface vertices directly to the captured data, in conjunction
with optimizing for the best suited kinematic rest pose joint locations. This adaptation of the template’s model surface is guided towards a realistic human shape with
mesh Laplacians formulated as soft-constraints, which have been extracted a priori
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from preprocessed examples. The robustness of pose estimation despite challenging
input data characteristics is addressed by using a Gaussian Mixture Model based
prior on valid poses (also learned a priori from preprocessed examples).
The remaining chapter is structured as follows: The underlying template model
as well as the employed prior knowledge required for the proposed optimization
framework is presented in Sec. 4.1.1. The formulation as an Iterative Closest
Point (ICP) optimization is presented: establishment of meaningful correspondences
within corrupted input data (Sec. 4.1.2); the objective function regularized with
a priori learned information (Sec. 4.1.3); the actual optimization of the objective
function (Sec. 4.1.4); and several practical aspects as well as selection of parameters (Sec. 4.1.5). Finally, Sec. 4.2 experimentally evaluates various aspects of the
proposed methods (Sec. 4.2.1), discusses its limitations as well as how to overcome
them (Sec. 4.2.2) and presents several example applications (Sec. 4.2.3).

4.1. Pose Estimation and Tracking with Model
Adaptation
The proposed optimization framework processes input meshes, 3D reconstructed
from a synchronized multi-view camera setup covering a partial view of the working
volume where a moving subject is captured (one mesh for each captured multiview frame), - see Fig. 4.2 for typical input meshes. The key idea is to estimate
the subjects pose for each frame by kinematically fitting the template model in an
Iterative Closest Points (ICP) manner. In order to closely resemble the input data,
this pose fitting is combined with adapting the template model’s shape vertices
to the 3D reconstructed meshes as well as optimizing for the best skeletal rest
pose joint locations. This approximates the geometric properties of the observed

Figure 4.2.: 3D reconstruction of multi-view camera setup representing partial view onto moving
subject - one typical input frame of proposed optimization framework, shown from different viewing
angles, taken from test sequence atvl [Fec17].
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subject, resulting in an individualized animatable template model. To achieve this
successfully for noisy and incomplete real-world data, several heuristics for setting up
meaningful vertex correspondences are used. Further, prior knowledge on plausible
shape and poses is integrated as soft- and hard-constraints into the objective function
besides the usual correspondences-based data-fitting term.

4.1.1. Template Model and Prior Knowledge
The proposed model-adaptive pose estimation framework is based on a fully rigged
and skinned humanoid template model with fixed-topology. This template model
is setup only once, using as input registered example 3D scans for the data-driven
optimization as detailed in Chap. 3, in order to resemble true human characteristics.
During pose estimation of a subject from non-fixed-topology 3D reconstructions of
partial views, this template model is adapted with respect to kinematic pose as well
as shape vertices and skeletal joints towards the observed subject. Besides the pure
geometric properties inherent in the template model, prior knowledge is used to
guide this estimation towards realistic poses and shape. These priors are extracted
from the template model’s training set, consisting of registered full-body example
meshes in various poses as well as the corresponding pose parameters, illustrated
in Fig.4.3, thereby embedding true real-world characteristics of human shape and
pose. A shape prior based on Mesh Laplacians guides the shape adaptation and a
pose prior based on Gaussian Mixture Models assesses the likelihood of poses.
Pose Prior
The space of kinematic pose parameters is high dimensional. For example, using
J = 18 kinematic joints, each having 3 degrees of freedom (DoF), results in a 54
dimensional pose space. On the other hand, only a small fraction of this space
corresponds to plausible human poses.

Figure 4.3.: Illustration of exploited prior knowledge: Initial template model (cyan) learned form
registered example meshes of the used SCAPE training set (yellow).
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In order to guide the pose estimation towards realistic poses, a likelihood function of
joint rotation configurations is used. This likelihood function is maximized within
the objective function of the model-adaptive pose estimation framework.
If all statistical relations between all combinations of pose parameters are considered,
a vast number of different training poses is required because of the pose space’
high dimensionality. That’s why the assumption is exploited, that rotations of
neighboring joints are stronger correlated than the rotations of joints further apart
in the kinematic chain.
Hence, a likelihood function is defined for each pair of successive joints using the
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [Jae16]. Thus P pairs of consecutive kinematic
joints result in P GMMs. Since the 3D exponential map [Ude98] is used as representation for rotations (see Sec. 3.2.2), the employed GMM probability function
Pp () for each pair p of successive joints is defined on the 6-dimensional domain.
According to the GMM framework, the probability density function Pp (), consisting
of N (Pp ) weighted Gaussian distributions N () is formulated as follows:
N (Pp )

Pp (rpre , rsuc ) =

∑
p′ =1

([
πp ′ · N

rpre
rsuc

]⏐
)
⏐
⏐ µp ′ , Σ p ′

(4.1)

with rpre and rsuc representing the exponential map representation of the rotations
of two successive joints, πp′ are positive mixing weights summing up to one and µp′
and Σp′ representing the model parameters of mixture model p′ (6D mean vector &
6 × 6 covariance matrix) of the p’s GMM.
As is common practice, the GMMs are learned using the Expectation Maximization algorithm [Jae16], an iterated “pingpong” procedure, where estimates of hidden variable distributions lead to updates of estimates of observable variables, and
vice versa. The theory of EM guarantees that the likelihoods of parameters grows
monotonically with each iteration. Within the Expectation step, the expected probability of joint parameters [rpre , rsuc ] belonging to the different GMM components
p′ are evaluated, based on current GMM parameters πp′ , µp′ and Σp′ . Within the
Maximization step, the GMM parameters πp′ , µp′ and Σp′ are updated based on
the evaluated expected probabilities. A suitable initialization is achieved using the
k-means++ method [AV07].
Within the GMM learning phase, the rotation parameter coupling off-diagonal values in the precision matrix (=inverse covariance matrix) are set to zero if their
correlation turns out to be too small. Because the precision matrix needs to be
positive semi-definite [RW06], zeroing is not always possible. In such cases, the
respective values are lowered in magnitude as long as the matrix remains positive
semi-definite, which can be checked by inspecting the eigenvalues.
In order to reduce the risk of over-fitting, the optimally configured GMM for each
pair of successive joints is determined by using a leave-one-out cross-validation principle. For this purpose, for each pair of successive joints, one GMM with a specified
number of components is learned for each training set configuration with one pose
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having been removed for testing purposes. The generalization capability for each
specific number of GMM components is determined by inspecting the average likelihood of the left out testing poses, which are evaluated using the corresponding
GMMs. The generalization capability for all possible combinations of zeroed and
non-zeroed off-diagonal elements within the precision matrices is evaluated identically.
The GMM training set used here is a side product of the initial template model
generation (Sec. 3.2): the joint rotation parameters of the template model corresponding to each example pose of the training set, illustrated in Fig. 4.3. In the
current case the SCAPE data set [ASK+ 05] has been used, consisting of M = 71
poses. Using the leave-one-out cross-validation principle, the optimal number of
components used for the different GMMs have been determined to be in the range
of 2 and 10.
Additionally, besides the soft-constraint on likely pose parameter configurations of
successive joints, a hard box-constraint is setup independently for each DoF of each
joint rotation parameter, limiting the respective parameter to reside within a certain valid range. These lower and upper bounds are extracted by inspecting the
minimum and maximum values present in the pose parameters corresponding to the
template training set. These values are used as valid range limitations of joint rotation parameters during pose estimation, in order to exclude nonsense, thoroughly
wryly poses.
An illustration of the GMM based soft-constraint on likely joint configurations in
conjunction with the hard box-constraint for each DoF is depicted in Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.4.: Pose prior illustrated on different arm joint configurations (red colored joints are
manually modified): The left most pose is classified as valid and likely. The middle pose is on the
edge of the box constraints, is just accepted, but classified as unlikely from the GMM based pose
prior. The right most pose (in contrast to the other two) violates several hard box constraints and
is, as a consequence, not within the range of attainable poses.
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Shape Prior
Within the proposed optimization framework, the shape of the template model is
adapted successively to the captured data. Hence, the subject’s geometric properties
are approximated and thereby the pose estimation accuracy increased. To guide
this shape adaptation towards plausible human shapes, prior knowledge is used by
employing the mesh Laplacian framework [Sor06] (compare with Sec. 3.2.2). For
each vertex v of each of the M registered training scan meshes, where the pose
parameters are known from the template model learning phase (Sec. 3.2), illustrated
in Fig. 4.3, the uniform Laplacian vector is calculated:
L(v) = v −

∑
1
vn
|N (v)|

(4.2)

n∈N (v)

with N (v) denoting the set of indices neighboring vertex v according to the mesh
topology. As a result, for each template model vertex, a set of M Laplacian vectors
is available - one for each of the different known pose configurations of the training
set of the initial template model. These shape characterizing Laplace vectors are
used as soft-constraint in the shape adaptation process for noisy, non-fixed-topology
3D reconstructions of partial views in Sec. 4.1.3.

4.1.2. Heuristics to Setup Meaningful Vertex Correspondences
For the evaluation and minimization of the proposed objective function (Sec. 4.1.3),
vertex correspondences to the template model are required for each input frame.
This step is known as registration. Setting up meaningful correspondences for a
sequence of independent 3D reconstructions is challenging [vKZHCO11], because the
number of captured vertices and their connecting mesh topology varies (in contrast
to the input data used to learn the base template model in Sec. 3.2). Additionally,
real-world 3D reconstructions may contain strong noise as well as 3D reconstruction
artifacts and may cover only a pose dependent partial area of the subjects surface.
Finding correspondences using simple nearest neighbor search, for example exploiting kd-trees, is not sufficient. Nearest neighbor search requires a suitable initialization. For typical sequentially captured frames, it experimentally proved to be
sufficient to use the pose optimization result of the predecessor frame as initialization for the next, given a rough manual alignment for the first frame, or encouraging
the subject to start with a known pre-defined pose. Otherwise, a suitable initialization or prediction is required, for example by using techniques like Shape Similarity
Trees [BHH11]. Further, the following additional heuristics have been integrated:
Visibility Constraint Adopting the idea from [HBB+ 13], for each input frame, the
external calibration data is used to limit the set of potential correspondences
among the template model vertices to the ones which are visible by any of
the capturing sensors. This means, that any template model vertex which
is occluded with respect to all of the sensing devices is discarded, and not
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considered to be a correspondence for any of the 3D reconstruction vertices.
The case, that a subject is only partially contained within the captured volume,
is not considered here, but could be integrated straightforward, by considering
the aperture angle of the sensing devices [YSD+ 16].
Normal Constraint The nearest neighbour search to setup one vertex correspondence ignores matching candidates if the angle between their vertex normals
exceeds a threshold of 90◦ . This reduces drastically the risk that vertices of
close but opposite surface areas are matched.
2 Way Matching Correspondences are setup by finding for each vertex in the input
3D reconstruction a correspondence within the visible surface of the template
mesh as well as the other way around, for each of the visible template mesh
vertices a correspondence is sought within the input mesh. This principle
enforces that the visible template mesh and input mesh should cover each
other, in contrast to only one being covered by the other one.
Uniform Outlier Removal In order to reduce the negative influence of the strong
noise level, the correspondences with the biggest distances are skipped and
not used for the optimization. This is achieved uniformly across the 3D reconstruction and visible template model by iterating over the mesh topology and
removing for each triangle the correspondence with the biggest distance.
The pose parameters for each input frame, as well as the shape vertices and skeletal
joints of the template model are optimized based on the current set of vertex correspondences. This means, that every optimization of pose parameters, vertices or
joints is always preceded by updating the vertex correspondences.

4.1.3. Objective Function
The proposed model-adaptive pose estimation framework is treated as an optimization problem. The objective Q to be minimized in order to find optimal parameters
for pose, shape vertices and skeletal joint locations is the sum of several objective
terms, each introduced to enforce compliance to a certain sub-criteria:
Q = Qdata + wpose Qpose + wtemp Qtemp + wshape Qshape + wsym Qsym

(4.3)

The scalar-valued, non-negative weights wpose , wtemp , wshape , wsym are used to weight
the influence of their corresponding objective terms Qpose , Qtemp , Qshape , Qsym in
relation to the implicitly with one weighted objective term Qdata .
For each input frame, there is one set of pose parameters optimized, consisting of
global similarity and kinematic joint rotations. The subject specific rest pose shape
vertices and skeletal joints are optimized commonly for all input frames.
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Objective Term Qdata to Enforce Data Conformance
The objective term Qdata is a typical direct data fitting term. It enforces for the
whole input sequence the main goal, that the optimized template models’ vertices
are close to the corresponding input mesh vertices. It is formulated as a normalized
sum over all Cn vertex correspondences for each input frame n independently:
data

Q

Qdata
=
n

N
1 ∑ data
=
Q
N n=1 n

Cn
⏐ rec
⏐
1 ∑
templ ⏐∗
⏐vc,n − Tn (vc,n
)
Cn c=1

(4.4)

(4.5)

rec
being the cth correspondence vertex of the 3D reconstruction in input
with vc,n
rec
templ
, Tn () is the pose alignis the template vertex corresponding to vc,n
frame n, vc,n
ment transformation (Eq. 3.1 in Sec. 3.1), parameterized to map the template model
from rest pose to the pose of input frame n.

more robust towards outliers, a robust norm is used, specifIn order to make Qdata
n
ically the Charbonnier norm [SRB10]:
√
|x|∗ = x2 + ε2
(4.6)
with ε being a small constant, for example 0.00001. This Charbonnier norm can be
interpreted as an approximation of the L1 norm with the advantage of having no
discontinuities in its derivative. Minimizing this robust norm can be implemented
by using an iteratively reweighted least squares scheme [Zha95].
This data term Qdata is influenced by any parameter change and needs to be considered in any optimization case (in contrast to the other objective terms, for example
Qsym , which needs to be considered only if the skeletal joint locations are optimized).
Objective Term Qpose to Enforce Natural Poses
Estimating the pose of a human from depth information imposes the challenge, that
ambiguities need to be resolved. Twist rotations of cylinder-like shaped limbs cannot be determined from depth information because of their near symmetric nature.
Unnatural poses might be the closest minimum of the objective Q, containing for
example self-intersections and unnatural joint angles. Further, missing views onto
surface areas (due to occlusion) can result in an under-determined equation system
to optimize (singular matrix).
Consequently, the prior term Qpose for plausible pose configurations is introduced
into the objective function Q, consisting of a normalized sum to enforce a natural
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pose for each input frame independently:
Q

pose

N
1 ∑ pose
=
Q
N n=1 n

(4.7)

with Qpose
being the objective term penalizing for frame n the deviation of the
n
pose parameters from the a priori learned Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) of likely
poses.
As discussed in Sec. 4.1.1, for each pair p of successive joints in the kinematic
dependence chain, a 6D GMM has been learned from the training set of the template
model generation, which represents likely joint configurations. These P GMMs are
used to guide the optimization towards poses with similar joint configurations to
the ones found in the template training set. In order to use these likelihoods in the
objective function Q, they are transformed into a cost term to be minimized:
Qpose
=1−
n

P
1 ∑
Pp,n
P p=1

(4.8)

with Pp,n being the GMM (Eq. 4.1) for a pair of successive kinematic joints p applied
to input frame n.
As is shown in Fig. 4.4 (Sec. 4.1.1) for one example, poses producing low Qpose
costs
n
pose
have a natural appearing whereas poses producing high Qn costs correspond to
skewed postures.
This pose prior term Qpose is influenced solely by the kinematic pose parameters,
the rotation parameters of each skeletal joint for each input frame. It does not need
to be considered during optimization, if the pose parameters are kept constant and
are not optimized or changed.
Objective Term Qtemp to Enforce Temporal Consistency
Real-world data of successively recorded input frames typically contain a strong
level of noise. Consequently, extracted poses usually show a significant amount of
noise as well, if the input frames are processed independently. As a result, the
animated template model totters, which, depending on the amount of noise, looks
unnaturally jittery. As a consequence, the perception of a smooth flow of movement
is distorted.
This jittery disturbance of a smooth flow of movement can be reduced to a nonperceivable minimum by enforcing temporal consistency. This means, movements
are enforced to be smooth. For this purpose, drastic and abrupt changes in movement are penalized by coupling the pose parameters of successive frames.
The objective term Qtemp is a soft constraint to enforce such temporal consistency
in movement across a complete input sequence. Since motion corresponds to the
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difference of pose parameters in successive frames, undesired changes in motion
are reduced by penalizing the difference of the difference of pose parameters in
two successive pairs of input frames. This objective term Qtemp is formulated as a
normalized sum over all input frames (the first n = 1 and last n = N frame are
considered implicitly, see Eq. 4.10):
temp

Q

N −1
1 ∑ temp
Q
=
N − 2 n=2 n

(4.9)

being the objective term penalizing the pose parameter difference in
with Qtemp
n
frame n with respect to the linear interpolation of its neighbor frames n − 1 and
n + 1. Using the exponential map representation for the joint rotations [Ude98],
encoded as 3D vector r = [r1 , r2 , r3 ]T , the temporal consistency soft constraint for
J kinematic joints is formulated as:
Qtemp
n


J
3 
)2
1 ∑∑
1 ( j,n−1
j,n
j,n+1 

=
r −
r
+ ri

J j=1 i=1  i
2 i

(4.10)

In cases where the frames n−1, n and n+1 are not captured at equal time intervals,
a different weighting scheme might be applied to rij,n−1 and rij,n+1 .
This temporal consistency soft constraint Qtemp is influenced solely by the frame-byframe pose parameters and reduces the likelihood of drastic changes in motion. It
does not need to be considered during optimization, if the pose parameters are kept
constant and are not optimized or changed. Further, this objective term is optional
in the sense, that it should be discarded from the objective function Q, if the input
frames contain independently captured poses of a subject, a set of laser scans for
example.
Objective Term Qshape to Enforce Shape Conformance
Besides the motivation of generating an animatable subject specific model, adapting
the shape of the captured subject significantly improves the accuracy of pose estimation [HLRB12]. However, optimizing the rest pose shape vertices of the underlying
template model towards the captured subject usually produces unsatisfying results
if done naively without any further consideration. Captured real-world input data
typically contains a strong level of noise, which produces strongly visible artifacts in
the form of discontinuities and spikes, see Fig. 4.2 and 4.6. Further, the optimization
of these rest pose vertices is very sensitive to having already well aligned the pose
parameters for each input frame. Additionally, missing observations of surface areas
(for example due to occlusion) can result in an under-determined equation system
to optimize, resulting in a singular matrix.
In order to guide the shape adaptation robustly towards realistic shape results, the
prior term Qshape is introduced into the objective function Q. This prior enforces
the resulting shape to keep neighbor vertices for each template model vertex locally
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similarly arranged as in the template model training set. This is formulated as a
normalized sum over all M registered example scan meshes used for training the
initial template model (Sec. 3.2):
Qshape =

M
1 ∑ shape
Q
M m=1 m

(4.11)

As discussed in Sec. 4.1.1, this is achieved by using mesh Laplacians [Sor06]. With
L() being the operator to calculate the uniform Laplace vector for a given vertex
based on its directly connected vertex neighbors (Eq. 4.2), the shape prior is formulated for each training set mesh m as normalized sum over all of the V vertices:
Qshape
m

V
)) 
( (
1 ∑
2
 ( train )
=
L vv,m − L Tm vvtempl 
V v=1

(4.12)

train
with vv,m
being the v th vertex of the mth registered scan used for learning the
template model and Tm () being the skinning transformation parameterized to map
the v th template vertex vvtempl from rest pose to pose m of the registered scans.

Soft-constraining the proposed objective function Q with this shape prior Qshape
allows to adapt the shape vertices of the template model directly to the captured
input frames without suffering from imperfect input data. This constitutes a major
difference to methods based on statistical models. These ignore individual peculiarities, since the space of attainable shape vertices is predefined and restricted to
statistical significant shape variations present in the training set of such a model.
This shape prior objective term Qshape is influenced by the rest pose vertices as well
as the kinematic skeleton used within the skinning function Tm () to transform the
rest pose vertices to the registered training scan m. It does not need to be considered
during optimization, if only pose parameters are optimized.
Objective Term Qsym to Enforce Symmetry within the Kinematic Skeleton
Since the ability of the template model to adopt certain poses depends on the proportion of the embedded kinematic skeleton, the location of the joints are adapted
towards the captured data as well. While optimizing the locations of the joints,
symmetry within the kinematic skeleton is enforced here in the same way as for the
case of registered input example scans (Sec. 3.2.2). The prior term Qsym to penalize differences in length of corresponding bones on the left and right hand side of
the kinematic skeleton is formulated for the set Js of pairs of joint indices of bones
intended to be of equal length as follows:
∑ 
)
(
)
(
2
Qsym =
(4.13)
 tl − tsuc[l] − Rlr tr − tsuc[r] 
l,r∈Js

with tl and tr being the location of corresponding joints on the left and right of the
skeleton control structure and suc[·] being the successor function to yield the index
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of the next joint within the kinematic chain. The 3 × 3 rotation matrix Rlr is used
to bring the pointing direction of both “bones” into alignment, so that their length
is directly comparable.
The Rlr matrix is calculated directly from the “bones” tl − tsuc[l] and tr − tsuc[r]
using the scalar- and cross-product (see Eq. 3.24 - 3.26 in Sec. 3.2.2).
This symmetry constraint Qsym is defined on the kinematic joint locations. It does
not need to be considered during optimization, if the kinematic skeleton is kept
constant.

4.1.4. Optimization of Objective Q
The proposed model-adaptive pose estimation framework is treated as an optimization, which is based on minimizing the objective function Q. Optimization with
respect to all pose variables and model parameters is a high dimensional and nonlinear problem. Since the pose variables and model parameters are highly interwoven
within Q, separating them and solving Q independently for them inhabits the characteristics of a chicken-and-egg problem [HLRB12]: Adapting the model towards the
captured subject requires the availability of well fitted kinematic pose parameters
for each input frame. And visa-versa, extracting accurately the subjects kinematic
poses is only feasible, if the model parameters have already been recovered successfully. Because of this unknown shape and poses, an accurate registration of the
template model with the input scans is difficult, particularly because of the high degree of freedom the pose variables and model parameters provide. If solved naively,
the likelihood is high to end up in a local minimum of the objective function Q.
This challenge is addressed here in a hierarchic, divide-and-conquer way (illustrated
in Fig. 4.5): First, the pose parameters of some few roughly pose-initialized input
frames are optimized using the initial non-adapted template model. Then optionally,
the model’s uniform scale is optimized jointly together with refining the already
fitted pose parameters towards these pose-optimized frames. And finally, the model’s
shape vertices and kinematic skeleton is adapted towards these pose- and scaleoptimized frames, jointly together with refining the already fitted pose parameters,
in order to account for the model parameter update. Since optimizing the uniform
scale together with the kinematic joint locations and shape vertices is ambiguous,
optimizing the scale can be discarded if its value is already roughly at its optimum
value, then joints and vertices do compensate for scale differences. This process is
repeated, using the fitted frames to initialize the pose optimization for further, not
yet processed frames.

Figure 4.5.: Illustration of optimization steps for model-adaptive pose estimation and tracking.
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Every iteration of pose variable optimization or model parameter adaptation is based
on an up to date set of vertex correspondences (Sec. 4.1.2). This means, that the
first step of any optimization is the registration of the input frame(s) with the template model. Based on these vertex correspondences, one iteration of pose variable
optimization and/or model parameter adaptation takes place. Since pose variables
and/or model parameters are updated, the vertex correspondences need to be recalculated, prior to using them again for any further optimization/adaptation.
Optimizing the Kinematic Pose Variables
The first step of the proposed pose estimation and tracking aims at aligning the
initially non-adapted template model to each frame of the input sequence with
respect to kinematic pose as well as the location and orientation in 3D space. The
input sequence does not necessarily need to be temporally contiguous, but may
consist of input frames of independent kinematic poses, see Sec. 4.2.1. In such cases
the objective term Qtemp should be removed in the objective function Q by setting
wtemp to zero. Thus the enforcement of temporal consistency is prevented if the input
sequence does not justify such an assumption. Consequently, a set of independent
frames can be used as input data. The only optimization requirement is that the pose
variables per frame are initialized sufficiently close to the target pose. For typical
sequentially captured frames, it experimentally proved to be sufficient to use the
pose optimization result of the predecessor frame as initialization for the next, given
a rough manual alignment for the first frame or encouraging the subject to start
with a known pre-defined pose. Otherwise, a suitable initialization or prediction is
required, for example by using techniques like Shape Similarity Trees [BHH11].
The optimization of pose parameters is done frame-by-frame by minimizing the
objective Q, initially ignoring any temporal consistency constraint by setting wtemp
to zero. Since only pose and global similarity variables are optimized in this step,
shape vertices and skeleton joints do not alter. Consequently Qshape and Qsym stay
constant and can be also omitted. Thus Q reduces to Qdata + wpose Qpose while
optimizing the pose parameters.
The specific variables to be optimized during pose fitting for each of the input
frames are the global translation (3DoF) and rotation (3DoF) as well as the rotation
parameters for each kinematic joint (J×3DoF). Initially, the subject specific uniform
scale is not considered, but, as described at the end of this section, optimized in an
additional optimization step simultaneously for multiple already pose aligned frames.
This results in a highly non-linear equation system with a large number of local
minima. Consequently, the objective function Q is minimized using a combination of
Levenberg-Marquardt [NW00] and line search. The Levenberg-Marquardt scheme is
used to determine the optimal direction of the optimization update step and the line
search algorithm is used to determine the optimal step width. A requirement of using
Levenberg-Marquardt is the calculation of the derivatives of Qdata and Qpose with
respect to the pose variables for the needed Jacobian matrix J. These derivatives
are evaluated analytically by applying the multi-variable chain rule employing the
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computer algebra system GNU Octave/Symbolic [Mac]. Higher order terms are
discarded by applying a 1st order Taylor approximation scheme.
Additionally, for robustness purposes, the optimization is restricted to a reduced
solution space of poses using a hard constraint. A hard minimum/maximum box
constraint is imposed independently onto each DoF of the joint rotation variables
(compare with Sec. 4.1.1) to prevent poses too different from the ones found in
the template model training set. Since the optimization solves for the (iteratively
reweighted) least squares solution, this is accomplished by setting the respective
joint rotation variable to the minimum/maximum allowed value, if a range violation
has been detected, followed by solving the remaining rearranged equation system
once again. This is achieved efficiently by identifying and removing the affected
rows and columns within JT J and correspondingly adapting JT r. Consequently, it
is not required to setup these matrices again from scratch, which would require to
process all input data again.
In order to further avoid to get stuck in local minima, the optimization proceeds
several steps even if the objective Q does not decrease, while maintaining the best
solution found so far.
Setting up the equation system can be done memory and time efficient as well as
in parallel by directly computing the 3J × 3J Gram matrix JT J and the 3J-vector
JT r for each vertex correspondence, with r being the current residual. Finally, the
resulting equation system is solved efficiently using the Cholesky decomposition.
Subject Specific Uniform Scale Once, the pose parameters are estimated for
each frame independently, they are refined jointly together with a global subject
specific uniform scale parameter (1DoF) using all frames simultaneously as input,
or a representative subset of them. The fact that the pose parameters for one
input frame are independent of all other pose parameters leads to a structured
and sparse Jacobian matrix. This can be exploited to significantly accelerate the
optimization.
Enforcement of Temporal Consistency
As discussed in Sec. 4.1.3, solving for the pose parameters for each input frame
independently results in jittering motions. On the other hand, smoothing/filtering
the pose variables in a post processing step can successfully remove the jitter, but
at the cost of no longer resembling the true motion of the observed subject.
This can be avoided by enforcing temporal consistency during the optimization
through coupling the pose variables of successive frames with an objective term
Qtemp . Anyhow, it is still beneficial to first optimize the kinematic pose variables
of the input frames independently and without any temporal consistency constraint
(wtemp = 0). In an additional optimization step, the pose variables of all input frames
are jointly optimized, coupled to each other through the objective term Qtemp with
a weight wtemp > 0. As a result, the corresponding Jacobian matrix of this equation
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system is sparse and structured. Consequently, solving this equation system with a
typical sparse solver, drastically increases the computational efficiency.
The equation system for a whole sequence requires the complete input data to
be processed and kept in memory. This high memory requirement is reduced, by
employing an overlapping sliding window algorithm: This is achieved by dividing
the input sequence into suitably sized chunks of successive frames with (at least) one
frame overlap. This means that the last frame of one chunk is the first frame of the
next chunk. These chunks of successive frames are optimized one after another while
keeping the pose parameters of each chunk’s first frame constant. Because the pose
parameters of each chunk’s first frame are already optimized by the optimization
of the previous chunk and kept constant, smooth continuous movements along the
complete sequence are enforced.
In cases where the pose variables of certain input frames are known to be sufficiently
well fitted, these variables can be set to their constant values, leaving only the
remaining pose variables as unknowns to be solved within the equation system.
With multiple such known-to-be-well-fitted frames, the equation system can be split
into multiple independently solvable equation systems, and thereby increasing the
inherent parallelism which can be exploited to reduce the computational time.
Adaptation of Model Geometry and Joint Positions
Adaptation of the template model towards the observed subject is required to accurately resemble the captured input sequence. Further, a fully rigged model of
the subject is learned and can be animated in various ways, for example, slight
corrections of the input sequence as well as completely new movements.
The proposed model adaptation optimizes skeletal joint positions (J×3DoF) and
shape vertices (V ×3DoF), besides refining also the kinematic pose variables mentioned above for each of the input frames accordingly. Because of this high number
of variables, it is crucial for the success of the model adaptation, that a set of
sufficiently good vertex correspondences is available, stemming from the prior registration step.
Besides optimizing the objective terms Qdata , Qpose and Qtemp for the kinematic pose
variables, also the shape prior Qshape and the skeletal symmetry constraint Qsym are
employed at this step in order to keep the skeleton control structure symmetric as
well as the shape plausibly human.
Inspecting the complete pose aligning transformation T () (including kinematics
based skinning as well as global similarity, Eq. 3.1 in Sec. 3.1), it can be seen, that
an animated template vertex v′ linearly depends on its rest pose vertex v. Thus,
the transformation can be rewritten in matrix form:
v′ = T (v) = TT v + tT
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with TT being a 3 × 3-matrix and tT a 3-vector. Note, that as a consequence of
LBS TT is not a rotation matrix. Both quantities, TT and tT are specific for each
vertex because they are influenced by their corresponding skinning weights.
Rearranging the objective term Qdata as well as Qshape to include the template
model’s rest pose vertices besides the update for the kinematic pose variables, results
in a huge sparse equation system. Further, an update for the skeletal joint locations
(by calculating the analytic derivative) together with the Qsym soft constraint is
included into the equation system. Finally, the equation system is solved efficiently
in an (iteratively reweighted) least squares sense using a sparse solver.
Enhanced Tracking Robustness through Multi-Time Model Adaptation
Typically, an insufficiently well adapted template model is not well suited to resemble
a captured input sequence, especially for complex motions. Mismatching proportions
of limbs as well as non-conforming shape lead to tracking loss. In order to increase
the tracking robustness, the model parameters can be adapted multiple times, for
example after pose recovery of every 10 frames for the first 100 frames.
Guided Model Adaptation An alternative approach is to initially calculate a
fully adapted template model right from the beginning. This can be achieved by
selecting a representative subset N ∗ of the input frames N , roughly align them
kinematically (manually, automatically or through pre-defined poses), optimize the
pose parameters and finally adapt the model’s rest pose vertices and kinematic joints
as described above. Using this fully adapted template model, the complete sequence
of motions can be recovered by directly applying the pose estimation with temporal
consistency (Sec. 4.1.4).
This approach allows the direct inclusion of challenging/critical frames into N ∗ ,
thereby enhancing the resulting template model adaptation, and consequently improving the tracking robustness. Additionally, the computationally load is reduced,
because there is no need for any incremental model adaptations. Finally, this approach provides quick access to a fully adapted template model.

4.1.5. Selection of Prior Weights
The objective function Q consists of a weighted sum of objective terms Qdata , Qpose ,
Qtemp , Qshape and Qsym , each representing a different desired characteristic of the
resulting solution. The corresponding weights wpose , wtemp , wshape and wsym are
scalar-valued and non-negative. They weight the influence in relation to the objective term Qdata .
With the exception of Qsym (Eq. 4.13), which is handled differently, all of the different
objective terms are normalized to be independent from any quantitative property
and consequently depend merely on the qualitative nature of the input data: the
level of contained noise, the scale metric (millimeter vs. meter) etc. The data term
Qdata (Eq. 4.4) as well as the temporal consistency soft constraint Qtemp (Eq. 4.9) are
normalized with respect to the number of input frames N as well as the number of
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established vertex correspondences Cn respective the number of pose variables J × 3
per input frame. The pose prior term Qpose (Eq. 4.7) is normalized with respect
to the number N of input frames as well as the number P of GMM priors, which
are also normalized with respect to the number of mixture components. The shape
prior term Qshape (Eq. 4.11) is normalized with respect to the number M of used
registered example scans (from the a priori template learning phase) as well as the
number of vertex correspondences C used per registered scan.
Consequently, the prior weights wpose , wtemp and wshape are independent of all quantitative properties. The influencing factors remaining to be considered for the choice
of weights are:
• level of noise present in the input frames
• covered angle of visible surface - view coverage of the captured working volume
• spatial as well as temporal resolution
• scale of input frames as well as reference datasets (training set of template
model)
The objective terms represent a means to regularize the objective function in order
to compensate for imperfect input data. There would be no need for regularization,
if the input data would be perfect, without any noise and completely, dense and
accurately 3D reconstructed surfaces. The stronger the level of contained distortions
is, the stronger is the need for regularization.
The shape prior weight wshape is used during model adaptation to enforce the resulting shape to be locally similar to the corresponding areas of a representative
set of examples, that is, the training set of the initial non-adapted template model
(see Fig. 4.3). Further, a non-zero value of wshape reduces the likelihood of an
ill-conditioned equation system (singular system matrix), with respect to shape vertices. Such problems would happen with wshape = 0, if vertices of the template
model have no corresponding vertex in the captured input data, for example if a
surface region, even a very small one, has not been captured. A suitable value for
wshape depends on the nature of the input data. As illustrated in Fig. 4.6, too low

Figure 4.6.: Shape adaptation results with a shape prior weight wshape increasing from left to
right, illustrated with the initial non-adapted template model shown in Fig. 3.7 and input data
shown in Fig. 4.12
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values result in noisy shapes, whereas too big values result in loosing the details
intended to be learned from the input data.
The objective weight wpose is used to force the poses recovered from the input frames
to be within a plausible spectrum of poses. Specifically, the configuration of pairs
of successive joints are guided towards similar joint configurations as present in a
representative set of examples, that is, the training set of the initial non-adapted
template model (see Fig.4.3). Further, a non-zero value of wpose reduces the likelihood of an ill-conditioned equation system (singular system matrix), with respect to
pose variables, which might happen, if a complete body part has not been observed.
An experimentally found strategy to determine a suitable value is to calculate the
objective terms Qdata (Eq. 4.4) and Qpose (Eq. 4.7) with the roughly aligned initial
pose parameters, and set wpose to broadly balance these two terms:
wpose :≈

Qdata
Qpose

(4.15)

With sequentially captured input frames, a sequence of smooth frame-to-frame
movements for the template model can be enforced with wtemp > 0. The choice
of wtemp depends on the amount of noise in the input frames as well as the speed
of movements the captured subject is performing in relation to the frame-rate of
the sensing devices. Similar as for wpose , an experimentally found strategy to determine a suitable value is to calculate the objective terms Qdata (Eq. 4.4) and Qtemp
(Eq. 4.9) with the roughly aligned initial pose parameters, and set wtemp to broadly
balance these two terms:
Qdata
(4.16)
wtemp :≈ temp
Q
If the input frames consist of independent poses, enforcement of smooth movement
across the frames makes no sense, and consequently the objective weight wtemp is
set to zero.
Since the Qsym objective term represents a hard constraint, the corresponding weight
wsym within the objective function Q is always set to a very large value, for example
1010 .

4.2. Evaluation, Discussion and Applications
The proposed framework for model-adaptive pose estimation supports tracking of
the kinematic pose of a moving human from noisy, partial 3D observations while
adapting the template model‘s skeleton joints and shape vertices to better resemble the captured subject. This optimization framework is guided towards realism
and plausibility with the help of integrated prior knowledge controlled through the
choice of prior weights contained in the objective function Q. As experimentally
demonstrated in Sec. 4.2.1, this approach is capable to track motion and learn a
realistic articulated model from a 3D reconstructed multi-view sequence or a set of
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independent example frames of a subject in different poses. The output is a model
with adapted shape vertices as well as kinematic skeleton joints to the captured
subject, as well as animation parameters to resemble the observed movements.
The proposed approach is focused on modeling kinematically caused motions. As
discussed in Sec. 4.2.2, handling of other kinds of non-rigid deformations (for example facial expressions, loose cloth) can be integrated.
As shown in Sec. 4.2.3, this footage is beneficial for several kinds of applications.
The separation of animation parameters and 3D shape renders the model perfectly
suited for various manual/automatic manipulations. Further, exploiting the vertex
correspondences, this approach can be used to directly animate captured 3D scans.

4.2.1. Experimental Evaluation
The proposed optimization framework provides pose estimation and tracking while
simultaneously adapting the template model towards the observed subject. The
tracking model used for all experimental evaluations is shown in Fig. 3.7. It has
been learned from the SCAPE dataset [ASK+ 05] using the algorithms described in
Chap. 3.
The performance of the complete algorithmic framework as well as of its two main
aspects, model adaptation and pose estimation, have been experimentally evaluated
within several investigations and quantitatively as well as qualitatively compared to
state of the art methods.
In order to judge the accuracy of the proposed algorithms, the Euclidean distance
between fitted template model and input data is analyzed. The distance between
every input 3D scan vertex and its closest triangle of the fitted template model is
computed.
The widely used mean Euclidean distance and standard deviation are calculated.
But, since the input data are imperfect 3D measurements with noise as well as severe
outliers (Fig. 4.2), theses non-robust statistical measures are negatively impacted
and give a skewed impression.
Consequently, the robust, outlier tolerant statistical measure median (MED) is
evaluated as well. In order to quantify the dispersion, the median absolute deviation (MAD) and interquartile range (IQR) are commonly used in robust statistics,
[IH93, UC97].
For a set X = {x0 , x1 , . . . , xn } of quantitative univariate data, the MAD is defined
as the median of the absolute deviations from the data’s median:
MAD = median (|xi − median(X)|)
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The IQR, also known as H-spread, is the difference between the 75th and 25th percentiles, or between upper and lower quartiles:
IQR = Q3 − Q1
with Q1 being the first quartile (median of the
third quartile (median of n2 biggest entries).

n
2

(4.18)

smallest entries) and Q3 being the

Evaluation of Model Adaptation
The capability of adapting the template model with respect to shape vertices as
well as skeletal joints towards captured 3D data is quantitatively and qualitatively
validated using the publicly available dataset MPI FAUST Fine Alignment Using
Scan Texture [BRLB14]. This dataset consists of non-watertight full-body 3D scans
of 10 subjects, 5 male and 5 female, in an age range between 18 and 70 with strong
variation in physical properties (height, weight, fitness). Captured meshes of 20
different static pre-defined poses are provided for each subject, resulting in a dataset
of 200 3D reconstructions in total. The 3D scans are represented in meter scale and
consist on average of ≈170k vertices and ≈340k triangles. The meshes are of high
quality, exhibiting fine-grained subject specific details. But they contain typical 3D
reconstruction artifacts as well, like clutter and missing surface patches etc.
The captured poses are independent from each other - there are significant differences
between the poses of successive frames in each sequences. This suggests the omission
of a temporal consistency constraint (wtemp = 0) for pose optimization. As preprocessing step for each 3D scan, the template model is manually brought into coarse
kinematic alignment. Automatic techniques like Shape Similarity Trees [BHH11]
could be used as an alternative. Since each subject adopted the same set of poses in
identical order, this task is done for the first subject only, providing a set of suitable
initial pose configurations for all subjects.
The pose initialized template model is used together with the corresponding unmodified 3D scans as input for the automatic pose refinement and model adaptation,
Sec. 4.1.4. The pose prior weight is set to wpose = 0.001, because of the good quality
of the input 3D scans. The shape prior weight is set to wshape = 1000, which has
been experimentally found to provide a good compromise between suppression of
noise and prior shape enforcement. The weight for the skeletal symmetry term is
set to wsym = 1010 .
Since no camera calibration data is available, no visibility constraint is used during
set up of vertex correspondences. The benefit of using visibility constraints would
anyhow be rather limited, because the input 3D scans are complete and contain a
full 360◦ view with little self-occlusion.
As shown qualitatively in Fig. 4.7 for some examples, the adapted models resemble
the geometry of the captured subjects quite well in all cases. This wide range of
different shapes, men as well as women and skinny as well as corpulent physical
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Figure 4.7.: Visual assessment of model adaptation quality on MPI FAUST dataset: original
dataset 3D scan (top row), corresponding shape adapted and pose aligned template model (middle
row), and heat map visualizing the point-to-plane distance between MPI FAUST vertices and
corresponding closest point on model surface (bottom row).
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properties, are recovered in full detail from the input data, leading to an appropriately adapted template model. The fists of the initial non-adapted template model
are transformed and approximate closely the finger postures of the different input
scans.
A quantitative evaluation is summarized in Tab. 4.1. Despite the 3D scan artifacts
(noise, missing data and outliers) clearly visible in the heat maps in Fig. 4.7, the
broad range of physical properties present in this dataset is well approximated with
the pose aligned and shape adapted template model. On average, the median Euclidean distance of input scan vertices to the closest template model triangle is well
below 2mm with a median absolute deviation from this value of ≈1.3mm.
subject
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
average

mean
2.96
2.73
3.31
3.36
3.01
2.50
2.53
3.63
2.96
3.16
3.01

std dev
3.95
3.29
4.38
4.43
3.60
3.10
3.13
4.13
3.89
3.84
3.77

MED
1.76
1.74
1.98
2.03
1.92
1.56
1.61
2.39
1.79
1.98
1.88

MAD
1.23
1.18
1.38
1.40
1.32
1.08
1.08
1.62
1.24
1.36
1.29

IQR
2.98
2.74
3.27
3.30
3.09
2.53
2.47
3.72
2.92
3.24
3.03

Table 4.1.: Quantitative analysis of model adaptation capability on MPI FAUST dataset, given
in mm-distances between 3D scan vertices and closest template model triangle.

In summary This experimental evaluation shows, that the proposed model adaptation scheme accurately adapts the surface of the template model towards captured
subjects for a wide range of different physical properties.
Evaluation of Pose Estimation and Tracking
For the purpose of evaluating the pose estimation and tracking accuracy of the proposed optimization framework, the publicly available dataset MPI BUFF Bodies
Under Flowing Fashion [ZPBPM17] is used. This dataset consists of unregistered
full-body 3D reconstruction sequences of 5 different subjects (3 males and 2 females)1 . Each subject performed the same set of 3 different movements with 2
different types of cloth, resulting in 6 sequences per subject2 . In total, the complete
dataset of all subjects contains ≈10k non-watertight meshes with an average perscan size of ≈125k vertices and ≈250k triangles. The dataset was captured with
1

Originally, the MPI BUFF dataset consisted of captured sequences of 6 subjects, but one female
subject has withdrawn the permission of publication.
2
One subject’s dataset is incomplete and consists only of 2 movement sequences.
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30fps and is generally of high quality, exhibiting accurate details of the moving subjects. But they contain typical 3D reconstruction artifacts as well, like noise, clutter
and missing surface patches etc. The 3D scan meshes are represented in millimeter
scale.
Since the proposed model-adaptive motion capture requires a rough initialization, a
crude manual pose alignment is generated for the first frame of the first sequence.
An automatic technique like shape similarity trees [BHH11] could have been used as
well. These manually generated pose parameters are used as tracking initialization
for all sequences, because all sequences of all subjects start (and end) with a nearly
identical pose.
As shown in Fig. 4.8 for one example sequence, the proposed model-adaptive motion
capture processes each input sequence in the following way: In accordance with
Sec. 4.1.4, the initial crude pose parameters of the template model with initial shape
are optimized to match the pose of the first frame of the input sequence. Using these
optimized pose parameters, the template model’s shape vertices and skeletal joints
are adapted towards the 3D scan of the first frame. This roughly adapted template
model is used to estimate the pose parameters of the remaining sequence - in this
initial pass, without any temporal consistency constraint (wtemp = 0): sequentially
process the pose parameters of one frame after another, initializing the optimization
always with the already pose optimized values of the predecessor frame.
In order to better resemble the subject’s 3D appearance with respect to the complete sequence, the roughly adapted template model is refined using the recovered
kinematic pose parameters of all frames. This is achieved by optimizing the shape
vertices and skeletal joints based on the pose-fitted frames of the sequence. In order to keep the computational load and memory requirement at a moderate level,
every 25th frame is used here, resulting on average in using 43 frames for model
adaptation.
To generate the final result, the second pass of sequential pose estimation is performed with enforcement of temporal consistency (wtemp > 0) and usage of the fully
adapted subject specific template model. The pose estimation procedure uses the
overlapping sliding window technique (Sec. 4.1.4), with a window size of 11 frames
and 5 frames increments:
Step 0 Optimization of Pose Parameters for Frame 0 - 10: First: optimization
of one frame after another without temporal consistency (wtemp = 0); Then:
all 11 frames jointly together with temporal consistency (wtemp > 0).
Step 1 Optimization of Pose Parameters for Frame 5 - 15: First: optimization
of frames 11 - 15, based on the initialization taken from frame 10, one frame
after another without temporal consistency (wtemp = 0); Then: all 11 frames
jointly together with temporal consistency (wtemp > 0) while keeping the pose
parameters of frame 5 fixed.
Step 2 to N: Equivalent to step 1, until the end of the sequence is reached.
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The weights of the prior terms in the objective function Q are set empirically to
wpose = 5, wtemp = 103 , wshape = 105 and wsym = 1010 . Since no camera calibration
data is available, no visibility constraint is used during set up of vertex correspondences. The benefit of using visibility constraints would anyhow be rather limited,
because the input 3D scans are complete and contain a full 360◦ view with little
self-occlusion.

Figure 4.8.: Initialization and processing steps of proposed model-adaptive motion capture framework shown with MPI BUFF dataset (subject 00032, sequence short long) - top row: template
model (cyan) overlayed to first input frame (red) at different processing steps; from left to right:
template model crudely aligned manually, optimized kinematic pose, optimized kinematic pose
with shape adapted to first frame, optimized kinematic pose with shape adapted simultaneously
to every 25th frame; bottom row, from left to right: unmodified initial template model, first frame
of input sequence, final pose and shape optimization result for this frame.
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The above described processing scheme successfully recovers the pose parameters of
all frames of all MPI BUFF subject’s sequences, without any divergence or tracking
loss. Further, the 3D surface of the different subjects with their individual shape
properties has been accurately and automatically recovered with the proposed model
adaptation framework.
For a qualitative inspection of this experimental result, an example frame of every
subject with input/output comparison is shown in Fig. 4.9 (also Fig. 4.10 and 4.11).
It can be clearly seen, that even difficult motions are well recovered, for example a
rotated upper body part. The hands, represented in the template model as closed
fists and in the dataset as forced apart fingers, are well approximated without any
orientation error. Individual geometric peculiarities are recognizably reproduced,
for example facial appearance, haircut (bun hairstyle shown on the left in Fig. 4.9)
and to a certain degree the loose cloth.
For the quantitative analysis of the experimental results, 3 of the 10k MPI BUFF
input frames where discarded, because they contain severe background region, which
would negatively bias the evaluation’s distance calculations. However, these frames
were used in the algorithm without any special treatment and did not cause any
problem.
Quantitatively, as summarized in Tab. 4.2, the median Euclidean distance of input
frame vertices to the closest template model triangle is on average well below 2mm
with a median absolute deviation from this value of ≈1.4mm. As can be clearly seen
in the heat maps shown in Fig. 4.9, the main cause of error are the non-rigid cloth
deformations as well as the fine grained fingers, both not explicitly modeled within
the proposed model (see Sec. 4.2.2).

soccer
outfit

t-shirt,
long pants

cloth

subject
00005
00032
00096
00114
03223
00005
00032
00114
03223
average

mean
4.17
3.74
4.07
2.76
2.47
3.87
3.55
2.58
2.63
3.32

std dev
9.74
6.14
6.54
4.65
8.47
9.68
5.42
3.80
3.82
6.47

MED
2.61
2.11
2.42
1.60
1.47
2.29
1.83
1.50
1.44
1.92

MAD
1.82
1.51
1.69
1.11
1.02
1.59
1.38
1.07
1.05
1.36

IQR
4.29
3.78
4.09
2.71
2.42
3.81
3.67
2.67
2.71
3.35

Table 4.2.: Quantitative evaluation of proposed model-adaptive motion capture on MPI BUFF
dataset, showing the mm-distance between corresponding vertices of input 3D scans and adapted
template model triangles.

In summary This experimental evaluation shows, that the proposed pose estimation framework successfully tracks the motion of captured subjects in sequences of
3D meshes. The simultaneously performed model adaptation leads to accurately
recovered subject specific models.
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Figure 4.9.: Evaluation results of proposed model-adaptive motion capture framework on dataset
MPI BUFF: One example input frame per subject (red) and corresponding pose aligned and shape
adapted template model (cyan), as well as the heat map visualizing the point-to-plane distance
between MPI BUFF vertices and corresponding closest point on model surface (bottom row). Note,
the faces of the back looking subjects are not allowed to be shown.
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Evaluating the Influence of Model Adaptation on Pose Estimation Accuracy
In this section, the influence of model adaptation on the accuracy of pose estimation
is experimentally evaluated. For this purpose, the interim results of the different
processing steps performed with the MPI BUFF dataset in the Evaluation of Pose
Estimation and Tracking (previous section) are analysed. For comparison reasons,
each sequence has been processed additionally, one time completely without any
model adaptation as well as one time with adapted template model, but without
temporal consistency enforcement (temporal consistency is evaluated in a section
below).
A qualitative result is shown in Fig. 4.10 and 4.11 for two different example subjects (male and female in different cloth style). In both examples, the non-adapted
template model is not able to accurately adopt the pose of the input frame. Only
a very rough approximation is achieved, because the kinematic bone structure as
well as the surface properties of the template model do not match the subjects characteristics. The single frame adaptation of the template model to the first frame
of the input sequence individualizes the model broadly, but already sufficiently to
allow accurate tracking of the complete sequence. The multi frame adaptation of the
template model finally resembles the captured subject in finer detail, for example
the face becomes recognizable.
The quantitative analysis, summarized in Tab. 4.3, measures the distance between
the vertices of input 3D scans and the closest triangle of the adapted output template
model. It can be seen, that the median distance for tracking with a non-adapted
template model is on average ≈6.5mm. Using a template model, which is adapted
merely to the first input frame reduces the median tracking accuracy already by
a factor bigger than 2, to a value of ≈3.0mm. Finally, adapting the model to the
complete sequence results in a median tracking accuracy of less then 2mm. This
can be seen in more detail within the heat maps shown in Fig. 4.10 and 4.11. Similarly, the median absolute deviation from median distance reduces from 4.4mm for
the non-adapted template model, over 2.1mm for the first-frame-adapted template
model, to 1.4mm for the fully adapted template model.
model adaptation
without
single frame
multi frame
multi frame + temp

mean
9.63
4.92
3.31
3.32

std dev
11.01
7.84
6.47
6.47

MED
6.54
3.01
1.93
1.92

MAD
4.37
2.08
1.37
1.36

IQR
10.02
4.96
3.35
3.35

Table 4.3.: Quantitative evaluation of influence of model adaptation on pose estimation accuracy,
averaged over all sequences of all MPI BUFF dataset subjects, showing the mm-distance between
vertices of input 3D scans and closest triangles of adapted template model: without any template
model adaptation, with the template model adapted only to the first frame of the input sequence,
with the template model adapted to the complete input sequence without temporal consistency
constraint, and with the template model adapted to the complete input sequence with temporal
consistency constraint.
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Figure 4.10.: Influence of model adaptation on tracking accuracy on MPI BUFF dataset subject
00032: 3D scan data (red), template model (cyan) and heat map visualizing the point-to-plane
distance between MPI BUFF vertices and corresponding closest point on model surface (middle
row); from left to right: no model adaptation at all, model adapted to first frame only, model
adapted to complete sequence.
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Figure 4.11.: Influence of model adaptation on tracking accuracy on MPI BUFF dataset subject
03223: 3D scan data (red), template model (cyan) and heat map visualizing the point-to-plane
distance between MPI BUFF vertices and corresponding closest point on model surface (middle
row); from left to right: no model adaptation at all, model adapted to first frame only, model
adapted to complete sequence.
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In summary The result of this evaluation is, that a strong gain in accuracy of
pose estimation is achieved, if the template model is adapted towards the tracked
subject, quantitatively measurable as well as clearly visible in qualitative results.
Evaluation with Noisy, Incomplete Input Data
The proposed optimization framework provides pose estimation with simultaneous
model adaptation also on incomplete 3D reconstructions, where not every direction
has been captured (missing views). Such footage results for example from hardware
setups with cameras only on one frontal plane, or if the cameras are placed along
a half circle. The achievable quality and accuracy of the proposed optimization
framework on such input data of partial observations is evaluated in this section.
For experimental evaluation purposes, three different hardware setups with increasing hardware performance have been used to capture three different subjects (one
male and two females). Two of the datasets (one male and one female) have been
made publicly available [Fec17].
In all captured sequences, the subjects wore everyday, relatively tight fitting cloth.
The movement the subjects where instructed to perform included movements, where
every major limb was moved at least once (in order to properly extract the characteristics of the kinematic joints) and to turn around 360◦ during this movement (in
order to capture every surface patch at least once).
The setting of the three multi-view hardware setups are summarized in Tab. 4.4. All
sequences are recorded with 25fps (hardware synchronized). The 1920×1080 resolution cameras are Basler ace acA2000-50gc and the 5120×3840 resolution cameras
are Ximea CB200CG-CM. In all capture scenarios, the cameras are placed in pairs
to allow stereo 3D reconstruction algorithms [WFS+ 16] to be used, and the resulting
depth maps are merged to one 3D mesh per captured frame (provided in millimetermetrics).
As can be seen in Fig. 4.12 of the qualitative results, the three captured sequences are
of different quality. The atvp sequence is of low quality, the frontal view is covered,
severe noise is contained in the 3D reconstructions as well as big holes and outliers,
fine details (for example the nose) are difficult to identify. The hbrl sequence is of
medium quality, the frontal view is covered, a moderate level of noise is contained
in the 3D reconstructions as well as some minor holes and outliers, fine details (for
sequence

cameras

atvp
hbrl
c4am

8
12
32

camera
resolution
1920×1080
5120×3840
5120×3840

viewing
angle
≈ 145◦
≈ 145◦
360◦

frames
1076
751
1389

mean#
vertices
625k
980k
10,826k

mean#
triangles
1,164k
1,795k
21,068k

Table 4.4.: Properties of used hardware setups and resulting captured sequences.
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Figure 4.12.: Evaluation of proposed model-adaptive pose estimation and tracking on captured
multi-view datasets, from top to bottom: atvp, hbrl, c4am; from left to right: one RGB-camera
input view, 3D reconstruction (red), the adapted template model (cyan) and the heat map visualizing the point-to-plane distance between captured vertices and corresponding closest point on
model surface.
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example folds in cloth) can be identified. The c4am sequence is of high quality, a
full 360◦ view is covered, minimal noise is contained in the 3D reconstructions as
well as a few minor holes and outliers, fine details (for example facial features) are
clearly identifiable.
In order to save processing time and gain tracking robustness, every 25th frame of
the captured sequences is chosen a priori to be used for model adaptation. The nonadapted template model is manually initialized into rough pose alignment with the
selected frames. Following the approach proposed in Sec. 4.1.4, the pose parameters
are optimized independently for each frame to accurately match the captured data
of the corresponding 3D reconstructions. Based on these recovered pose parameters,
the template model is adapted for each sequence to resemble the captured subject.
Identically to the processing of the MPI BUFF dataset above, these subject adapted
template models are used to recover the pose parameters with temporal consistency
for the complete sequences using the overlapping sliding window scheme with a window size of 11 frames and 5 frames increments. The prior weights are set empirically
to wtemp = 103 , wshape = 105 , wpose = 250 and wsym = 1010 .
An illustration of the qualitative results is shown in Fig. 4.12. It can be seen, that
the resulting animations of the template model of all three sequences are accurately
aligned in pose and shape with the captured 3D reconstructions. Complex motions,
like turning around (illustrated in the middle of Fig. 4.12), are recovered without
difficulty, which, for example, is not possible with the Kinect device. Individual
peculiarities are recovered in detail, for example a ponytail hairstyle (illustrated at
the bottom of Fig. 4.12).
For a quantitative evaluation, the Euclidean distance between every input 3D scan
vertex and the closest triangle of the corresponding pose and shape optimized template model is calculated, summarized in Tab. 4.5. As expected, the worst result
is achieved with the sequence of lowest quality: a median distance of 4.4mm with
a median absolute deviation from this value of 2.4mm. For the two sequences of
better quality the achieved median distance is approximately the halve: 2.0mm respective 2.2mm with a median absolute deviation of 1.3mm respective 1.5mm. The
heat maps shown in Fig. 4.12 reveal, that the strong noise level withing the atvp
sequence is responsible for the relatively high error rate. Further, it can be seen,
that the main error within the hbrl and c4am sequences can be attributed to the
non-rigid cloth deformations, which are not modeled within the proposed model (see
Sec. 4.2.2).
dataset
atvp
hbrl
c4am

mean
5.94
2.94
3.20

std dev
6.84
4.25
3.55

MED
4.35
2.01
2.16

MAD
2.39
1.31
1.45

IQR
4.95
2.95
3.27

Table 4.5.: Quantitative evaluation of proposed model-adaptive pose estimation and tracking on
captured multi-view datasets, showing the mm-distance between vertices of input 3D scans and
closest triangles of adapted template model.
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In summary The animation of each subject adapted model matches the partially
observed 3D surface very well. Subject specific peculiarities, like a ponytail hairstyle,
are well recovered. Even for challenging movements, like turning around, the proposed algorithms provide accurate and convincing matches between observed subject
surface and adapted model shape.
Comparison with State of the Art
Statistical Human Model The proposed model with detailed human adaptation
capabilities is compared with the statistical human SMPL model [LMR+ 15], which
is described in Sec. 2.1.3. Since the SMPL uses 10 PCA components to model the
shape individualization of the complete human body, the expressiveness is primarily
limited to the proportions of limbs like height, length, circumference etc.
A qualitative comparison is shown in Fig. 4.13. A subject has been captured and 3D
reconstructed using the method [WFS+ 16] (shown on the left). The SMPL model
has been fitted to adapt the pose and shape of the captured subject with the Ceres
solver [AMO] (2nd from right). Additionally, the proposed model has been fitted
using the methods presented in Sec. 4.1.4 (shown right most).
Although the major proportions of the subject have been well recovered with the
SMPL model, it lacks any personal details present in the 3D reconstruction. In contrast, the proposed model contains individual peculiarities, for example, the ponytail
hairstyle has been recovered and the zipper of the trousers is recognizable.
This lacking capability to extract individual peculiarities of the SMPL model is
reflected in the quantitative measurement: The median Euclidean distance of scan
vertices to the closest triangle of the fitted SMPL model is 6.2mm, whereas the
proposed model has a median distance of 1.7mm.

Figure 4.13.: Comparison with SMPL model, from left to right: One camera view, 3D reconstruction, fitted SMPL model, fitting result with proposed model.
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Motion Capture with Detailed Model Adaptation As discussed in
Sec. 2.2.3, only a moderate number of published methods addresses the
topic of motion capture with detailed model adaptation.
From these approaches, [ZPBPM17] and [AMX+ 18b] report their performance evaluation with
the MPI BUFF dataset, as have been done in this thesis.
Quantitatively, the method presented in [ZPBPM17] achieves a mean Euclidean distance between scan vertices and closest model triangle of 2.50mm, averaged over all
scan vertices of all frames, sequences, and subjects of the MPI BUFF dataset. Using
the same measure, [AMX+ 18b] achieves 5.37mm. In comparison, the model-adaptive
motion capture approach proposed in this thesis achieves an average Euclidean distance of 3.32mm. Consequently, the proposed method achieves an accuracy comparable with current state of the art approaches.
Qualitatively, it can be seen in Fig. 4.14, that [ZPBPM17] is able to better recover
the details of the hand and face, but does not extract details of cloth, like folds and
wrinkles of the trousers and shirt, as the proposed method does. The difference in
hand recovery can be explained by considering that the model used in [ZPBPM17]
is based on SMPL, which has already hands with stretched out fingers (as the scans
have), whereas the hands of the adapted template model of the proposed approach
are approximated from closed fists.

Figure 4.14.: Comparison with state of the art method using MPI BUFF (#00096) dataset, from
left to right: Model generated with proposed approach, original MPI BUFF scan, model generated
with [ZPBPM17].
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Fig. 4.15 shows a qualitative comparison with [AMX+ 18b]. This method recovers
the subject in detail (including texture), but in contrast to the proposed method,
the model’s head seems to be only moderately approximated.
In summary This comparison with state of the art methods shows, that the proposed model adaptation and pose tracking framework is comparable to current state
of the art algorithms. In contrast to widely used statistical models, the proposed
approach is not limited to a parametric (PCA) model, but supports the recovery
of individual peculiarities, like haircut or clothing style. Further, the proposed
framework achieves a quantitative accuracy in the range of current state of the art
approaches.

Figure 4.15.: Comparison with state of the art method using MPI BUFF (#00032) dataset, from
left to right: Model generated with proposed approach, original MPI BUFF scan, model generated
with [AMX+ 18b].

Temporal Consistency
Real-world data of successively recorded input frames typically contain a strong
level of noise. Consequently, extracted poses usually show a significant amount of
noise as well, if the input frames are processed independently. As a result, the
animated template model totters, which, depending on the amount of noise, looks
unnaturally jittery. As a consequence, the perception of a smooth flow of movement
is distorted.
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The enforcement of temporal consistency with a weight wtemp > 0 reduces the jittery
effect of successive frames in a temporal sequence to a non-visible minimum. The
resulting sequence of poses is smooth without any jitter effects, but still follows
accurately the captured movement of the subject, thereby enhancing the qualitative
perception.
For the purpose of illustration, Fig. 4.16 contains for a temporal sequence the angles
of some example joints over time (with respect to the rest pose configuration) - with
and without enforcement of temporal consistency. As can be seen, with wtemp = 0 a
significant amount of noise is contained in the angles, which corresponds to clearly
perceivable jitter within motion. On the other hand, with wtemp > 0 the angles
follow closely the subject’s movement, but without such jitter effects, thus smooth
motion is achieved.
A quantitative analysis with the MPI BUFF dataset is shown in Tab. 4.3. Without
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Figure 4.16.: Influence of temporal consistency constraint, first 20sec = 500 frames of temporal
sequence atvp [Fec17], showing the angles with respect to rest pose for some exemplary kinematic
joints of successive frames: left foot (top left), left knee (top right), neck (middle left), head (middle
right), solar plexus (bottom right) and left collarbone (bottom left).
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the enforcement of temporal consistency, the median Euclidean distance between
scan vertex and closest triangle on the pose and shape adapted model, averaged
over all scan vertices, frames, subjects, sequences, is 1.93mm with a median absolute deviation from that value of 1.37. Whereas with the enforcement of temporal
consistency, the median is 1.92mm and the median absolute deviation is 1.36. The
statistics of enforcement and non-enforcement of temporal consistency are nearly
identical, indicating that there is no loss in accuracy.
In summary As has been experimentally verified, the proposed temporal consistency enforcement successfully removes jitter without loosing accuracy in pose
tracking.
Computational Complexity
Fast execution was not within the focus of this dissertation. Neither the data (by
means of sub-sampling or similar) nor the implemented algorithms (by means of
optimization or GPU processing) are optimized for computational efficiency, which
leaves room for significant accelerations.
On a workstation with 3.4GHz Intel Xeon E5 processor and 128GByte RAM, the
execution time of pose alignment for a single frame of the MPI BUFF dataset
(average mesh size ≈125k vertices) was in the order of 1min. Model adaptation
using every 25th input frame required on average 4hours. Model adaptation using
the 20 input frames per subject of the MPI FAUST dataset (average mesh size
≈170k vertices) required on average 6hours.
The experiments with captured data of partially observed subjects include calibration data, thus the visibility constraint (Sec. 4.1.2) was employed. The execution
time for pose alignment of a single frame of the atvp dataset (average mesh size
≈625k vertices) was up to 20min and 9hours for model adaptation using 70 input
frames. The hbrl dataset (average mesh size ≈980k vertices) required on average
40min and 14hours for model adaptation using 70 input frames.
The visibility constraint was not used for the c4am dataset (average mesh size
≈10,826k vertices), because it consists of complete meshes providing a full 360◦
view. The execution time for the pose alignment of a single frame was up to 1hour
and model adaptation using 70 input frames required 17hours.

4.2.2. Validation and Discussion
As experimentally demonstrated in Sec. 4.2.1, the proposed optimization framework
is well suited to learn an individualized animatable model of a human subject while
accurately estimating or tracking the kinematic pose parameters of his/her motion
from a set of 3D scans or a temporal sequence.
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The proposed approach optimizes the shape vertices directly using the captured
vertices. In order to suppress non-plausible shapes a soft constraint based on prior
knowledge is used. This contrasts the widely used PCA based statistical models [TLB14, BKL+ 16, KBJM18, JSS18], in which the variability of human shape is
modeled as a function of a limited set of parameters, for example 10 in the case
of SMPL [LMR+ 15]. As such, the proposed approach is capable, as experimentally demonstrated in Sec. 4.2.1, to learn subject specific peculiarities (for example
a ponytail hairstyle) and individual details (for example detailed facial features),
which PCA based statistical models can not.
A break down of the computational times the current implementation for the various algorithmic steps is given in Sec. 4.2.1. Since fast execution was not within
the focus of this dissertation, neither the data (by means of sub-sampling or similar) nor the implemented algorithms (by means of optimization or GPU processing) are optimized for computational efficiency, which leaves strong potential for
accelerations. For instance, currently the strongest bottleneck is the naive implemented visibility constraint. It evaluates for each template vertex (V ) the visibility
with respect to every sensing device (C) by checking if any of the template models triangles (T ) occludes the line of sight. This corresponds to a complexity of
O(V × C × T ). This calculation can be reduced to a simple depth test, if the template model for each camera view is rendered into a depth buffer on the graphics
card. Computational load can be further reduced by using a hierarchic approach
similar to [BBLR15]: a registered low-polygon-count and high-polygon-count model
of the template model is employed, using the low-polygon-count version for the majority of computations and the corresponding high-polygon-count model only for
the final high-detail steps. Similarly, in cases of high-polygon-count input 3D scans,
a mesh simplification [KH13] or sampling approach [YSD+ 16] might be beneficial.
Last but not least, inherent parallelism could be exploited to a much stronger degree
on CPU as well as GPU and thereby again reducing computational time.
The proposed optimization framework uses hard box constraints for the joint angle optimization as well as a soft constraint Qpose to reduce the likelihood of nonplausible poses. For the conducted experiments this was always sufficient, but in
other cases an explicit handling for example of self-intersection might be required,
for instance by using the recently proposed Skinned Sphere Set Model [YSD+ 16].
Likewise, the proposed optimization framework is based on processing geometric
surface data only, without requiring any photometric input. However, using additionally optical flow algorithms in combination with 2D features as well as silhouette
rimms on the multi-view photo input could increase detailed accuracy, improve the
robustness and make the temporal consistency constraint expendable. Further, this
would provide texture information with very little additional effort.
The proposed optimization approach is focused on modeling and handling surface
deformations evoked by kinematic dynamics. It does not model pose-dependent
deformations (like muscle bulging), facial expressions or breathing. Such capabilities
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could be integrated using blend shape approaches in a similar way as [TMB14,
LMR+ 15, AMX+ 18b].
Moreover, small scale deformations, as required for finger motions, are out of scope
of this work. Principally, it is straightforward to extend directly the used template
model with kinematically animatable fingers. But this increases significantly the
demand for high resolution 3D scanning [JSS18] or alternatively requires other means
to robustly extract the hand poses from captured input data, for example [RTB17].
Explicit handling of complex non-rigid and non-kinematic deformations, for example
from loose cloth or hair, have been not considered in this work. Identification of
cloth vertices, automatic estimation of cloth properties as well as real-time animation
of cloth deformations could be integrated straightforward by blending in a vertexspecific manner between the non-rigid cloth deformation model and the kinematic
body deformation model [ZPBPM17, MHHR07, SGdA+ 10].
This proposed geometric surfaces processing of kinematically evoked deformations
proved to perform well, as experimentally shown in Sec. 4.2.1. Further, its versatile applicability is demonstrated in the next Sec. 4.2.3 within relevant example
applications.

4.2.3. Applications
The output of the proposed motion capture framework is a model adapted in shape
vertices and skeletal joints to a captured subject as well as animation parameters
to resemble the observed movements. This footage is beneficial for several kinds of
applications.
Since the model animates the whole surface instead of only a partial view onto
the subject it can be used for free-viewpoint-video. Further, the separation of animation parameters and 3D shape renders the model perfectly suited for manipulations. Combining different subsequences of recorded animation parameter sequences
is straightforward. Since the animation parameters correspond to joint angles, interpolations between configurations provide valid interim poses.
As shown in [FPE14, FPHE16], a textured animation can be achieved in real-time.
For this purpose, the model could be animated with a Kinect using retargeting
techniques to map the skeleton parameters. A static full-body texture is used,
which can be extracted from the multi-view image sequence used for generating the
subject adapted model. In order to provide realistic facial expressions, the facial
area in the texture map can dynamically be updated in real-time from camera input
on a per frame bases.
Since the underlying animation model is based on skinning using a kinematic skeleton, generating new/edited animations is compliant to traditional character modeling, thereby making it amenable to human modeling artists/animators. Import-
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ing it into standard human modeling software can be achieved by using methods
like [KCO09].
A selection of relevant example applications is demonstrated in the next sections.
Automatic Retargeting by Exploiting Mesh Topology
It is often desired, for single poses or complete sequences, to kinematically align
the model of one subject with another one. This task, called retargeting, is a
simple copying of the pose parameters, if the complete underlying rigging (kinematic
skeleton, skinning weights etc.) correspond exactly to each other. But, as soon as
there are even small differences in the locations of the rest pose joints relative to
the vertices they are influencing, the effect of rotating a joint differs, which results
in awkward postures. Correcting such misalignments is tedious and usually requires
considerable manual effort.
The proposed template model adaptation optimizes also the kinematic joint locations in order to better resemble the subjects 3D surface, which makes the skeletons
incompatible for pose parameter exchange by simple copying. However, the identical mesh topology of the underlying template model allows to efficiently calculate
the parameters of a desired pose for the model of a different subject. Exploiting the
one-to-one vertex correspondences, kinematic alignment can be achieved efficiently
by using the same optimization strategy as presented in Sec. 3.2 for learning the
template model from registered example scans.

Figure 4.17.: Automatic retargeting exploiting the known mesh topology: template model
adapted in pose and shape to c4am sequence (middle), hbrl adatped template model with simply
copied pose parameters from c4am pose (left) and optimized exploiting the identical mesh topology
(right).
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In Fig. 4.17 a comparison is shown between copying simply the pose parameters
and optimization exploiting the identical mesh topology. The proposed retargeting
optimization allows to capture one person and playback the recorded sequence with
another person performing identical movements. Note, how misaligned the legs are
(left example), if the pose parameters are merely copied, whereas pose is accurately
reproduced (right example) with the proposed method.
Manipulation and Editing of Motion
Since the movements are encoded as articulated animation parameters in form of
skeleton kinematics, they are directly accessible and can be manipulated artistically
by hand as well as in an automatic manner. Automatic adaptations can be achieved
by exploiting the knowledge of the underlying mesh topology of the original template
model, providing semantic annotations.
An example is to automatically control the gaze direction in real-time. For this
purpose, a virtual line going through the area between the eyes and the back of
the head can be used to infer the required animation parameters to let the model
look into a certain direction. In order to provide a natural appearance of the head
movement, the animation parameters are blended, temporally as well as spatially:
Temporally - the magnitude of gaze direction adaptation is faded in and out using
sigmoid functions in order to seamlessly start and stop the control over the viewing
direction. Spatially - the gaze correction is distributed among the breast joint (10%),
neck joint (40%), and head joint (50%). As shown in Fig. 4.18, this automatic gaze
direction control seamlessly adapts the viewing direction without disturbing the
natural appearance.

Figure 4.18.: Automatic gaze direction adaptation: captured camera frame (left), pose and shape
adapted model with texture (middle) and gaze direction corrected model (right).
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Direct Animation of 3D Reconstructed Input Data
In order to further increase the realism, the 3D reconstructed input data can be
directly animated by using the template model only internally without visualizing
it. This is achieved by starting from an input frame where the model’s shape and
pose are already fitted to the captured subject. For each of the scan vertices the
location relative to the closest triangle of the template model is calculated and
held fixed, virtually glueing the scan vertex to the template triangle with constant
distance and orientation. For this purpose, the scan vertex is projected onto the
plane of the closest model triangle and the barycentric coordinates are calculated
as well as the orthogonal distance vector between the scan vertex and the triangle
plane.

Figure 4.19.: Direct animation of single 3D scan; top row: with colored vertices and geometric
mesh, original input 3D scan (left) and reposed output 3D scan (right); bottom row, from left to
right: pose adapted template model, pose and shape adapted template model, reposed and shape
adapted template model
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Modifying an animation parameter alters the location of model vertices. The updated model triangles can then be used to calculate new positions of the scan vertices,
thereby animating the captured data itself.
In Fig. 4.19, a full-body scan of a human is shown, consisting of 227k colored vertices and 453k triangles, 3D reconstructed using [LHG16] and meshed using Screened
Poisson [KH13]. It can be seen, that using the pose optimized and shape adapted
template model to deform kinematically a captured 3D reconstruction of a human
produces realistic animations of the scan. Since no model is visualized, but the original captured data, no loss of detail can happen, thereby reproducing as accurately
as possible any captured details.

4.3. Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, a model-adaptive pose estimation and tracking method has been
presented. An a priori rigged shape model, learned from real-world data, is used as
kinematic tracking model. Using a sequence of captured 3D scans of a single person
performing arbitrary movements, or a set of independent poses, this template model
is adapted with respect to the shape vertices as well as the joints of the embedded
skeleton to closely resemble the captured data. As a result, an individualized animatable model is generated as well as suitable pose parameters corresponding to
the input frames.
This task is modeled as an optimization problem using differently weighted objective
terms to regularize the optimization towards realistic poses and shapes. A Gaussian
Mixture Model based pose prior, defined on every pair of successive joints in the
kinematic chain, learned from training data, guides the pose optimization towards
plausible poses. A mesh Laplacian based shape prior, defined on the neighbourhood
structure of the template model vertices, also learned from training data, prevents
outlier, noise, missing views and kinematic misalignments to demolish the model
adaptation. An optional temporal consistency soft constraint is included in order
to prevent the jittering effect of independently reconstructed pose parameters. A
symmetry constraint defined on the kinematic skeleton ensures that corresponding
bones on the left and right match each other in length.
Various aspects of the proposed optimization framework are experimentally evaluated on publicly available datasets (MPI FAUST and MPI BUFF), as well as
on captured datasets. As shown in the results, complex movements, like turning
around, are correctly and accurately recovered. Individual peculiarities, like a ponytail hairstyle, are correctly taken over into the individualized template model. As
shown qualitatively as well as quantitatively, the results qualify the proposed method
as comparable to the state of the art.
Besides demonstrating its accurate performance, several ways of enhancing the functionality have been discussed, for example handling of loose cloth, facial expressions,
small scale finger movements. Since the results are animation sequences of a subject
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specific template model, it is straightforward to manipulate them, as shown in different example applications, for example looping over respective blending between
subsequences, exchanging the model, adapting movements, or even animating 3D
scan data directly etc. Because the underlying animation model is based on kinematic skinning, manipulations are applicable in a typical character animation style,
thereby making it easy accessible to human modeling artists/animators.
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This thesis has focused on photorealistic and automatic modeling as well as tracking
the shape of the human body in 3D. With the aim to generate a detailed animatable
3D model of a captured real person, three main contributions have been presented.
Compact and Artifact-free Skinning Function with Multi-Joint Support
Because of its simple analytic formulation and its superior computational efficiency,
the Linear Blend Skinning (LBS) function is widely used in academia as well as
industry to blend the influence of joint rotations in kinematics based animations.
But LBS suffers from the well known candy wrapper artifact. A recent approach
reduced the skinning artifacts to a non-visible minimum by combining LBS for swing
motions and Dual Quaternion Skinning (DQS) for twist motions. Since this artifactfree skinning function is based on DQS, which is limited to blend the influence of only
single joints, so is the combinations of LBS with DQS. For enhanced realism, this
single-joint skinning function is enhanced to multi-joint support in this thesis. This
is achieved by using the multi-joint capable Dual quaternion Linear Blending (DLB)
in stead of DQS. With the use of this enhanced artifact-free skinning function, the
vertices around the skeleton’s forks, where the kinematic tree divides into several
branches (for example between neck and shoulder), are seamlessly blended between
the different joint rotations. As shown with examples, this multi-joint support within
the proposed artifact-free skinning function leads to a natural appearance for a wide
range of complex motions.
Automatic and Completely Data-Driven Optimization to Learn all Components of a Realistic and Animatable Human Body Model An animatabel
human model based on skinning consists of surface vertices, kinematic joints and
skinning weights. In order to setup such a model resembling one specific human
character in detail, computer graphics artists spend significant effort in designing,
hand-crafting and fine-tuning all required components. In the scientific literature
several approaches are proposed to learn parts of the required components from
example data by exploiting strong prior assumptions, for example, smooth skinning weights. In contrast to methods exploiting such heuristic assumptions, the
method proposed in this thesis is completely data-driven. An animatable model
is automatically calculated from training data using as input registered, watertight
example meshes and the proposed artifact-free multi-joint skinning function. An
objective function is proposed, consisting of a typical data term as well as an additional mesh Laplacian based shape term. The mesh Laplacian term is included
to enforce surface detail conformity between the resulting model as well as the example training meshes. The animatable model is calculated within an optimization
loop consisting of three steps. Optimized rest pose vertices are directly calculated
using linear least squares exploiting the linearity of the vertices within the objective
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function. Since the dependence of the objective function onto the kinematic joint locations and orientations is non-linear, Gauss-Newton is used to optimize them. The
skinning weights are non-linear within the objective function with discontinuities.
Consequently, a derivative-free optimization method is used for optimization: the
sampling-based Block Coordinate Descent algorithm. This proposed optimization
method is completely data-driven and automatic, and thereby provides autonomous
generation of individualized, realistic avatars from example meshes. The versatile
applicability is demonstrated with various examples. Qualitative and quantitative
experimental results on publicly available datasets proof the high degree of realism
and accuracy.
Motion Capture with Simultaneous Detailed Model Adaptation Current
human tracking approaches use a generic skinned tracking model and adapt it
broadly towards the observed subject in terms of limb length and body part circumference, for example by exploiting statistical human models. Only few recent
approaches are addressing the challenge of learning a detailed human model during
tracking. The approach proposed in this thesis provides tracking with simultaneous detailed model adaptation from a sequence of noisy, partial 3D observations.
The generic tracking model is adapted in terms of the kinematic skeleton joints
as well as the rest pose shape vertices. A non-parametric formulation supporting
free-form deformations of the model’s shape is used and thereby allows to learn
individual peculiarities of the subject without the limitation of certain predefined
sub-spaces. The integration of prior knowledge on human surface curvature ensures that adapted models have natural and realistic human shape. The skeleton’s
kinematic joint locations are directly data-optimized to optimally align the adapted
model with the input, constrained only to be left/right-symmetric. The result is an
animatable model adapted to the captured subject as well as a sequence of animation parameters, closely resembling the input data. Alternatively, applied to a set
of 3D reconstructions of independent poses, the proposed method learns without
any motion tracking an animatable model adapted to the subject. As shown with
examples, this separation of animatable model and pose parameters supports various applications. Quantitative and qualitative experimental evaluations on publicly
available datasets demonstrate the high degree of accuracy and realism.
Finally, as has been shown in this thesis, accurate and photorealistic animatable
models of real existing human characters can be generated by thoroughly exploiting
captured data without incorporating artificial assumptions, like smooth skinning
weights or statistical human body shapes. This supports faithful markerless motion
capture with simultaneous detailed model adaptation. Besides the possibility to
modify the animatable human model with respect to appearance or geometry, the
direct access to motion parameters enables a variety of applications, for example,
realistically interacting characters for computer games, or fine-tuning of movements
or body language of recorded actors for movie productions, thereby enabling a larger
flexibility in all processing steps.
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A.1. Dual Quaternions for Rigid 3D Transformations
In computer graphics and computer vision, quaternions, specifically, unit quaternions, are well established and widely used quantities to represent 3D orientations
and rotations around the origin. They are insusceptible to “Gimbal Lock” (in contrast to Euler angles and all other representations with fixed rotation axes) and
they are more compact, numerically more stable, and more efficient than rotation
matrices. Several computations are straightforward to achieve with quaternions,
for example Spherical Linear intERPolation (SLERP) [Sho85] and (swing/twist-)
decomposition. The notation to rotate an imaginary quaternion v = (0, x, y, z)
corresponding to a 3D vertex [x, y, z]T with unit quaternion q is given by:
v ′ = q · v · q∗

(A.1)

with q∗ denoting the conjugated quaternion and · denoting quaternion multiplication (Hamilton product). The resulting quaternion v′ contains the rotated vertex
as imaginary part (and a zero real part). Because of their nice properties, quaternions are widely supported and used in software tools and libraries. For a proper
treatment, various books and tutorials are available, for example [DKL98].
Dual quaternions, specifically, unit dual quaternions, are known in the computer
graphics community, but are generally less common. They have the same properties
as ordinary unit quaternions, but with the additional aid, to represent also a translation component. Consequently, unit dual quaternions can be used as representation
for 3D rotations around arbitrary rotation centers. Geometrically, the set of unit
dual quaternions is a 6-dimensional manifold embedded in 8-dimensional Euclidean
space. A very practical introduction to unit dual quaternions in the context of computer graphics and kinematic animations is given in the work of Kavan [KCvO08],
briefly summarized in the following.
Dual Numbers The algebra of dual numbers is similar to complex numbers: any
dual number â can be written as â = a0 + εaε , where a0 is the non-dual part, aε the
dual part and ε is a dual unit satisfying ε2 = 0. The dual conjugate is analogous to
the complex conjugate: â = a0 − εaε . Multiplication of two dual numbers is given
as
(a0 + εaε )(b0 + εbε ) = a0 b0 + ε(a0 bε + aε b0 ).
(A.2)
Dual Quaternions Dual quaternions can be considered as dual numbers whose
elements are quaternions. Conjugation of a dual quaternion is defined using classical
quaternion conjugation: q̂∗ = q∗0 + εq∗ε . However, dual number conjugation also
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applies to dual quaternions: q̂ = q0 − εqε , resulting
in two different conjugations.
  √


The norm of a dual quaternion
is defined as: q̂ = q̂∗ q̂. Unit dual quaternions
 
q̂ = 1. It can be shown, that a dual quaternion q̂ is unit if
are those satisfying:
 


and only if q0 = 1 and ⟨q0 , qε ⟩ = 0.
Unit Dual Quaternions for Rigid 3D Transformations For a 3D vector
[v0 , v1 , v2 ]T , an associated unit dual quaternion is defined as v̂ = 1+ε(v0 i+v1 j +v2 k).
The rigid transformation of vector [v0 , v1 , v2 ]T by a dual quaternion q̂ can then be
∗
written as q̂v̂q̂ . Unit dual quaternions represent 3D rotation, when the dual part
∗
qε = 0, because in that case q̂ = q0 and q̂v̂q̂ simplifies to
(
)
q0 1 + ε(v0 i + v1 j + v2 k) q∗0 = 1 + εq0 (v0 i + v1 j + v2 k)q∗0
(A.3)
A dual quaternion multiplication can also represent 3D translation. A unit dual
quaternion t̂ defined as t̂ = 1 + 2ε (t0 i + t1 j + t2 k) corresponds to translation by
vector [t0 , t1 , t2 ]T . This becomes clear with the expansion
(
)
∗
(A.4)
t̂v̂t̂ = 1 + ε (v0 + t0 )i + (v1 + t1 )j + (v2 + t2 )k ,
which shows that the unit dual quaternion t̂ performs translation by (t0 , t1 , t2 ).
General rigid transformation is a composition of rotation and translation. Therefore,
applying first the regular quaternion q0 (representing the rotational component) and
then the dual quaternion t̂ (representing the translational component) results in
∗

t̂(q0 v̂q∗0 )t̂ = (t̂q0 )v̂(t̂q0 )∗

(A.5)

Therefore, it can be seen that t̂q0 is a dual quaternion that performs rigid transformation. Expansion shows:
ε
t̂q0 = q0 + (t0 i + t1 j + t2 k)q0
2

(A.6)

Finally, it can be proofed that: Every rigid transformation can be represented by a
unit dual quaternion, and conversely, every unit dual quaternion represents a rigid
transformation.
Shorthand Notation for Rigid 3D Transformations using Unit Dual
Quaternions Since the mathematically correct notation to describe a 3D rigid
transformation q̂ applied to a 3D vertex v is cumbersome, a shorthand notation is
sometimes used:
v′ = q̂ · v
(A.7)
with v′ being the resulting 3D vertex.
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